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Chapter One
Setting the Stage
/ did not think in terms of ever writing for a living. It was afar simpler time about
such things; a Southern girl was—a Southern girl. (Johnston Papers).1
Typically, fate has a way of changing one's plans. Virginian Mary Johnston
suddenly saw her world alter when her father suffered financial reversals, and her ability
to write promised a reprieve. The success of her writing became the source of the
family's income. Over a period of thirty years, Mary Johnston took her talent, enlarged
upon it, and left a legacy of over twenty books, a play, and some short stories. But the
passage of time and change in literary taste caused her works to fall into neglect.
Recently, Mary Johnston has become fashionable again. Championed by George Garrett,
Chancellor of Southern Studies, Charlottesville, Virginia, Johnston's two Civil War
novels were reissued in December of 1996, by Johns Hopkins University Press. Garrett's
insightful introductions highlight many of Johnston's accomplishments. A recent posting
on the Internet suggests that once again Johnston is attracting notice. An "Amazon.com"
online review of Johnston's The Long Roll notes, ". . . this book is full of surprises for
the modern, well-read reader." Several other Web Sites solicit information on Johnston.
Her literary star once more appears to be rising.

1

2
Mary Johnston, herself, the woman and her time, her achievements and her
interests, likewise, are a fascinating study.2 Since Mary Johnston chose to remain a
private person, granting few interviews, if any,3 the Mary Johnston Collection at the
University of Virginia holds a wealth of information about her and her work. Fortunately,
for students of her work and life, she kept a journal off and on for almost six years. Last
summer at the University of Virginia as I carefully opened each of the faded, brown
leather journals and shared Mary Johnston's world, I was fascinated by what she recorded,
what interested her, and what she transposed from her diaries to her novels. I read for
hours and soon felt as if she had become less elusive for me, much more alive. Her
family, her friends, her travels, her writing career—all of these aspects of her life,
surprisingly, she noted very succinctly, in a journalistic style. Even though Mary
Johnston would write over eleven hundred pages on the Civil War, filling each page with
a myriad of details, she chose to record her thoughts very concisely in the brief format of
the "Line A Day Diary."
The entries can be detailed; at other times, brief. Often she crowded five years on
a page; and then on other pages, only a single entry appears. Sometimes she did not write
for extended periods—noting her reasons; then again at other time she offered no
comment. Frequently, she favored a broad pen point and at others an extremely fine one;
the ink might be dark or incredibly light. Neither enhanced her crabbed handwriting.
Years later, her sister Elizabeth, planning to write a biography on Mary, typed the entries.
Her transcriptions are a boon for a reader. Being a purist, however, I enjoyed actually
holding these well-worn volumes in my hand, struggling through the copy, savoring the
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entries, and acquiring a better understanding of Johnston. As Philippe Lejeune observes
in his work on diaries, "The time I need to read the diary is also time I can take to
understand. It allows for more empathy. I withhold my judgment, and I learn to listen.
Reading a handwritten diary brings forth a lot of emotions" (110). For me, the diaries
become like a treasure mine; each lime I reread them I notice a new nugget. For here in
her diaries, the unique person who was Mary Johnston emerges, and I am able to listen to
her thoughts, participate in her world, and make the interconnections between her life and
her works, especially her two volumes on the Civil War, The Long Roll and Cease Firing.
So much of what Mary recorded, so much of what she experienced, so much of what
occurred in her daily life, she transcribed into her work. Rarely, does an author detail
daily progress. Mary Johnston did. I contend that studying her diaries showcases the
many influences on her works.
Any critical work on Johnston should begin with these diaries; the clues to
Johnston's life and her writings are embedded here. Ronald Cella in Mary Johnston states
that the diaries offer "an outline of Johnston's background, interests, and the
circumstances and events that most affected her writing" (14). However, since Cella
focuses on all of Johnston's works, he does not explore just the diaries in his work. Philip
Drew's criticism of Cella's book centers on the idea that Cella "does [not do] much to
convey the peculiar pleasures of reading her work, which might win her a popular
audience" (447). I find this criticism apt and feel that a definite void in Johnston
scholarship centers on not capitalizing on the wealth the diaries offer.
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George Garrett, who has written introductions for the recent republishing of
Johnston's two Civil War novels, interestingly comments.
It is hard to believe, harder to understand how someone as
much a part of the American literary scene, certainly from
her first book to her last, Drurv Randall (1934), could have
been so quickly forgotten, so largely ignored ever since,
especially in view of the recent rediscoveries and acts of
rehabilitation performed by feminist critics and scholars.
(85)
No one has attempted a definitive work on the diaries as a separate genre.
Inscribing the Daily. 1996, edited by Suzanne Bunkers and Cynthia Huff, compiles
current diary theory and offers direction in the exploration of Johnston's daily
inscriptions. A statement by Marilyn Motz mirrored for me what I noticed as I read the
diaries:

. . feminist scholarship has opened the potential of viewing history not as a

chain of causally linked events but as a kaleidoscope of mutable and overlaid interactions
seen from highly personal and divergent perspectives" (191).
An article which appeared in the Ellen Glasgow Newsletter in 1983 was my first
introduction to the Johnston diaries. Mary P. Edwards, as she made her selections, used
the diary entries to capture the essence of Johnston's Richmond life and introduced me to
the wealth that the diaries hold, this same kaleidoscopic picturing of events in Mary
Johnston's life.4
In Edwards' "Tea and Metaphysics," Johnston's world comes alive:

The diary excerpts indicate the social nature of the
developing friendship [between Ellen Glasgow and Mary
Johnston]: the ever-present cup of tea, the trips to the
theatre, excursions to the tabacco [sic] factory or
Hollywood Cemetery, small talk of clothes or vacations;
these, like the microphilla roses and the daffodils provided
the rhythm for their days and years. The melody of their
lives, however, vibrates above the sounds of the cups and
saucers or talk of the Warm and of Christmas. It is in this
melody that one hears of the hard work and the intellectual
exchange which formed the heart of the friendship between
Johnston and Glasgow. The philosophical and literary
topics reflected in Johnston's diary pages testify both to the
variety and complexity of the women's intellectual interests
and to their dedication to the art of fiction.5 (2)
Teased by this insight in Johnston's daily life, I wanted to read more, to go to the
well. Following my visit to the mine, I struggled with how to incorporate my gleanings
from Johnston's daily record into what I wished to write about the two Civil War novels.
Originally, I had intended to include my diary cullings as an appendix to my paper. Yet,
as I studied diary theory, I sensed the importance of these writings to the interpretation of
Johnston as an author and as a person. Even though Judy Lensink notes that "... we
have yet to establish the critical tools that will make the unwieldy form of the diary
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accessible," I found that she and a cadre of other women as they had studied diaries
offered many clues and insights into contextual readings (40). Commenting on a writer
she was studying, Lensink records, "Emily Gillepsie at last could speak and be
appreciated through the accumulative narrative that parallels the pattern of her life" (52).
By working with a continuum of diary entries, I can offer the flavor of Johnston's
life and show how they related to the Civil War novels—their inception, their revisions,
their import. Johnston, herself, can speak about her life. By working between the novels
and the diaries, I can put the myriad pieces of the interrelationships of the two together. I
can look for the questions the diaries may raise: Why did Johnston feel the need of
keeping a diary? How open is she about her thoughts and feelings? What were her
strongest influences? I can search for the answers in text. I can also find the strands of
family and friends, philosophies, and observations which seem to be interwoven into the
text of her novels.
Bunkers and Huff further delineate the territory to be discovered in women's
diaries:
Women's diaries assume a distinctive place within the self-construction of
narrative; they pose questions that invite us to think differently, to see
anew. First, their narrative structure of repetition within the cycle of
dailiness invites us to discover patterns that do not follow a progressive
time line and that do not necessarily culminate in the creation of selfhood
through accruing test of individual acts. . . . Second, the self-presentation
in women's diaries often tells the truth slant by leaving out as much as
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leaving in.

The use of encoding, whether in the form of silences and gaps

or foreign and special phraseology, invites us to interrogate the
public/private construction of the diarist as well as the truth value and
presumed historical objectivity of the diary record. . . . Production merges
with content to create a rich tapestry of women writing their daily lives
within a cultural context. (19-20)
Mary Johnston's life spanned both the nineteenth and twentieth century. She lived
in a changing world, and it is in her diaries that she comments on these changes. Some
subjects she touches upon slightly; on others she comments more fully; still others, she
leaves totally alone. For me, her diary becomes a tapestry. Studying the threads which
compose the whole interests me, as I watch Johnston weave them into the text of her
work. Beginning her diaries at the end of 1906, Johnston, to me, used the actual
recording of daily events as a way to energize her professional writing following her
father's death. Her dependence upon sharing with her father what she wrote is
documented by the following entry: "I had talked so much of it to Father, and he had read
the chapters I had—" (July 24, 1908). Her depression following his death left her unable
to write for a period. This daily entry gave Johnston the impetus she needed to continue
writing, as Judy Lensink calls it— a "self-kept" tally (52). Her daily diary entries may
have offered the restorative that Trudelle Thomas, quoting Margo Culley, records:
"Belenky et al. observe that often women in a particular a stage of intellectual
development (what they call the "subjectivists") use a private diary or journal to discover
a personal "voice: that expresses their individual vision of the world (17)" (170).
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In her diary Johnston could sound her frustrations and use her own voice. She
could scold, reassure, and question herself. Earlier evidently, her father had acted as her
sounding board since her success as a writer supported the family, and she shared a
closeness with him . Unfortunately, for readers, Johnston shields this closeness she
shared with her father. In her very private way, Johnston offers little to let us see his
import on her life. Yet, the determination recorded in her diary to finish her "war project"
speaks directly to the special bond she held for her father (Diary, August 24, 1908). Her
lack of commentary becomes an area for me to search for in the novels and in the diaries.
In many of the areas where she offers so little comment, I can at least speculate on some
of her silences or look to her novels for answers.
A close reading of both the diaries and the novels shows the weaving of so many
threads. Picking up these intertextual clues challenges me to show Johnston's
complexity. Within the first few pages of The Long Roll. Johnston couches the unity of
the nation with a feminine motif, that of sewing: "We thought of the Union as a golden
thread—" (8). Throughout the novels, she repeats the motif—the sewing, the patching, the
attempting to mend. References abound to sewing; in her diary she also mentions it, as
she records when the seamstress comes to do the summer's sewing. Her personal
experiences became the woof and warp of so much of what she wrote.
Ann Layne Smith's work on "The Intertextuality of Matthew Arnold's Poetry in
the fiction of John Fowles" suggested a similarity to me which I found between
Johnston's diary and the novels. The same type of "absorption, quotation, and
transformation" are the intertextual weaving I note between Johnston's diaries and her
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novels (8). For me a close analysis of the diaries shows how bits and pieces, or as
Johnston would readily say "odds and ends," reappear in the text, often directly or
indirectly. Whether Johnston notes a Banksia Rose, a lizard, or a song in her diaries,
these inscriptions are apt to surface in the text. When Johnston reads a book, listens to
the Victor, or interacts with her family and friends, many of these occurrences are subject
for inclusion in the diary, later to resurface in some way in the novels. These daily
happenings become an extension of her living in the text of the novel:
We went with her through the Gorge—as it was called then
and is now—a place of fern tipped boulders, and of hemlock
spruce overhanging the almost dry bed of a mountain
stream. (I had the place faintly in mind—its features
enlarged of course when I wrote the first two or three pages
of the second chapter of Audrey.) (Memory, August 24,
1908)
Discovering this entry in the diaries confirmed my observation that so many of her
recorded images reappear in the novels. A portion of the text from Audrey amplifies
Johnston's inscription:
An hour before dusk found the company that had dined in
the valley making their way up the dry bed of a stream,
through a gorge which cleft a line of precipitous hills.

On

either hand the bank rose steeply, giving no footing for man
or beast. The road was a difficult one; for here a tall, fern-
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crowned rock left but a narrow passage between itself and
the shaggy hillside, and there smooth and slippery ledges,
mounting one above the other, spanned the way. (16)
Making the connections becomes a treasure hunt. A snippet here, reappears there.
To me the only way to illustrate the connections is to show them. To devise a way to do
so, I have taken the diary entries, supplying commentary when 1 felt it needed and
entering quotations from the text when I felt they amplified a particular diary inscription.
Diary inscriptions are indicated in italics; those from the text, in bold. My comments are
set in the text's font.
In organizing the diary entries, I have taken some liberties. In my first chapter,
most of the entries run concurrently, as I wish to show aspects of Johnston's daily life. In
the second chapter, I deal with several areas of her life which colored her writing. Here, I
have chosen pertinent entries. Then for the entries which deal with the war, I have
grouped them together. Just like the war and just like Johnston's war novels, the fourth
chapter is replete. However, by showing the plethora of richness to be enjoyed, I hope to
inspire others to mine the text. Mary Johnston speaks from the text. Mary Johnston, as a
writer, allows the reader to see her work habits, to hear her frustrations, and to note her
accomplishments as a writer. She, herself, records what interests her, absorbs it, and then
transcribes it in the text of the novels. Her life was full, her interests varied, her
knowledge broad—these are the richnesses she brought to her work. Her ability and talent
to stitch all together deserve notice. Mary Johnston's tapestry of the Civil War, her epic
accomplishment, merits highlighting.

Chapter Two
Setting the Stage
Nothing speaks better for an account of Mary Johnston's life than the diary
entries themselves. And as I worked with this project, I realized that Mary Johnston,
herself, still offered direction from the text of the diaries; she provided the key. The
diaries which she kept while writing these books reveal so much about her struggles— her
world and the one outside hers.
Begun in 1906, the diaries, I feel, prove to be an essential part of the underlying
structure of the Civil War novels. The Long Roll and Cease Firing serve, metaphorically
speaking, as the battle ground upon which she waged a unique writing war and also
battled a personal war. The writing of these novels would occupy over four years of
Johnston's life; therefore, as noted in the previous chapter, I felt it imperative to group
these entries as a separate chapter to allow commentary. A 1908 inscription from
Johnston herself offered a manner in which to group some extraneous entries which I
deemed necessary to explication of the texts, as another chapter. However, in order to
give the flavor of Johnston's daily life and entries, I felt this chapter should closely mirror
the actual entries. Therefore, I have tried to include them in their entirety unless
otherwise noted. Yet, many of the occurrences during 1906 through 1908 have bearing
on the war novels, which I indicate.

With my method of choosing and discarding, 1, too.
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become like a diarist in what I consider important. Lensink illustrates this same
selectivity which a diarist practices: "The diarist too selects what to describe and creates
what I call 'diary time'—giving a full page to a lover's single sentence, while describing
tourteen hours of the day with the single telling phrase, "did usual work" (42).
Johnston's selectivity pertains to her friends, her family, her reading. A flavor of the time
pervades what she records.
The nineteenth century had ended, and the twentieth was in its first decade.
Literary fashions changed as readily as clothing; societal issues demanded correction; and
women looked for independence. Johnston, herself, was living at a point in time which
seemed to lie between the two worlds. Her heritage was part of the old; her progressive
thoughts, part of the new. For in this short interlude before World War I, immense
change was in the air (Diary, August 6, 1910).
Donald Heiney in his survey Recent American Literature records the literary
atmosphere:
The year 1900 is more than an arbitrary chronological milestone in literary
history: it marks the onset of a new era in literature as it does in the field
of social relationships. On first examination the striking characteristic of
twentieth-century literature is its extreme diversity. There is no one single
school, no one tendency, which can be said to typify the age. Never before
in literary history have there been so many cenacles, so many schools,
circles, and movements existing simultaneously. (7)

13
These diary entries from November 1906 to March 1908 set the stage for
Johnston's later work on the Civil War. They also chronicle the literary atmosphere of
which Johnston was a part. I find my metaphor, "setting the stage," most fitting as most
of 1906 was occupied with Johnston's work on her only play, The Goddess of Reason.
Even though she would not begin work on the Civil War novels until 1908, Johnston
absorbed any and everything which came her way.
Mary Johnston and her coterie of Richmond friends breathed the literary
atmosphere, questioned and debated it. Marilyn Motz, studying the diaries of two other
nineteenth century authors, notices their use of the diary, which corresponds to that of
Johnston's: "Johnson [not Mary Johnston] and Keeler used their diaries to filter
information gained from their reading, conversations, and observations. They could then
relate these selected, edited, and shaped renditions of external reality to their own
subjective perspective" (201).
At this point in her career, Mary Johnston enjoyed success; she had the freedom to
experiment. Her diary serves to mirror this experimentation in the books she read and the
conversations she held. Instead of just being a listing of what she read, what she
discussed, what she valued, the diaries seem to me a sponge which absorbed much of the
Mary Johnston's daily life. And much of whatever Mary absorbed would resurface later
in the text of her novels. Johnston, when working on a novel several years later, would
use or develop a recorded glimpse from her travels, her conversations, or her reading.
Feminist scholars have noted the importance of a diary to a writer's maturing. A
case can be made that Johnston's daily entries sharpened her perception and honed her
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prose. Porter Abbott cites the importance of Virginia Woolf s diary to the development
of Woolf as a writer:
One thing still overlooked in this valuation is how, early on
the development of Woolf s modernist oeuvre was deeply
inflected by her personal writing-in particular, by her
practice of keeping a diary. The symbiosis between her
diary writing and her fiction—perhaps unique among
English novelists—impressed a distinct mark on her
modernist enterprise. It shows up clearly in the
transformation of her narrative line. (236)
As Johnston continued to make her diary entries, her style became sharper; it
changed; and it became more modern. Trudelle Thomas notes another way in which
keeping a diary facilitates writing and reflects the importance of Johnston's diary to her
novels: "In place of the metaphor of 'discovering a voice,' I would like to suggest that the
diary is a kind of midwife to the diarist—an assistant that can facilitate all stages of her
growth" (170). In chapter one, I highlighted a section of text from Johnston's Audrey,
which shows its genesis and birthing. In the decade which followed this novel, I believe
the constant diarying influenced Johnston's prose. Also her diarying practice had to serve
as her inner conscience. She talked to herself, argued with herself, and cajoled herself to
work. Much of the frustration Johnston found in her writing probably was assuaged just
by being written down. Her careful recording of what she accomplished each day had to
serve as a spur to keep her on track. Whether a midwife or a psychological motivator.

Mary Johnston's diary appears to have propelled her through a difficult time in her
writing career.
I believe that the actual keeping of a diary at this critical period in Johnston's life
where she began to write again after a period of not writing served as a midwife for the
books to follow. No literary work ever appears to exist in a vacuum. Each, like a child,
is the result of the combination of many "genes." The tradition preceding a work is as
important as that which it engenders. The width and breadth of a writer's experiences all
become part of the creation.
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110 East Franklin Street
Richmond, Virginia
19066

November the 9th. Worked all-

earth, purple brown with pine needles.

morning upon The Goddess of Reason.

(TLR 210)

Finished the First Act. I don't in the least

[Theatrical terms are also expressive]:

know what to think of it. . . [Here, in this

"Well! let the curtain ring down.

first entry in the diary, Johnston offers

We've made good drama." (CF 389)

commentary about the value of her work,
illustrating how important the diary

November the 10th. Saturday. Wrote

became as a sounding board for her.

all morning, correcting First Act of The

Later, references to the theater surface in

Goddess of Reason. Alice Parker to

the novels. During the war, an

luncheon; afterwards she, Mary

improvised stage becomes the bare

McMullen and I to see Ben Greet's

earth]: The 65th had a beautiful

company in Everyman. A beautiful and

programme, its debating and literary

impressive thing. Adonai's voice the only

societies, its glee clubs, chess and

jarring note. Death, Knowledge, and

checker circles, old sledge association,

Beauty especially good. A large house

Thespians and Greek Letter men all

all touched and sobered. Went from the

joining forces. The stage was a piece of

theatre to the Glasgows. Sat a while with
Gary and drank tea with Ellen and Rebe.
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Mr. Forsythe and a man from

dawn was glorious, with carmine and

Philadelphia there. We talked of

purple towers and the coolest fresh-

Everyman and of Irving, Thoreau, Alcott,

washed purity of air and light. (TLR

Emerson, Mark Twain!7 Letters from

499); or a sunset: The sunset had been

Eloise, a note from Mr. John Jay White.

red, and it left a colour that flared to

Weather very beautiful. There is a

the zenith. (TLR 15) [Her love of

microphylla rose in bloom outside.x

nature and her observation of it surface in

[Diary scholars note that the content

the novels]: The afterglow was upon

material of a diary offers additional

the land. He looked at the mountains,

insight into the author's interests. Most

the great mountains, long and clean of

of Johnston's entries will contain

line as the marching rollers of a giant

information about the weather or about

sea, not split or jagged, but even,

the flowers in bloom]: The grey

unbroken, and old, old, the oldest

infantry, wildly scattered, came in a

almost in the world. (TLR 15)

slow surge back through the woods

[Likewise, the names of friends reappear

where dead men lay among the spring

as the names of characters. In a previous

flowers.... (TLR 205) [She typically

novel, she had introduced the Cary

comments on the phase of the moon:] It

family]: "Men of Botetourt, we have

was very cold and still, a crescent

the honour to listen to Major Fauquier

moon in the sky, and lights beginning

Cary, who carried the flag up

to shine from the farmhouses in the

Chapultepec!" [His brother's children,

valley. (TLR 16); a sunrise: But the

Judith and Edward Cary, figure

prominently in both the war novels.

himself that this hour had waited for

Johnston seems to have been devoted to

him from the beginning of time—had

Glasgow's sister, Gary, and this surname

bided patiently at the crossroads until

may have been in honor of her. In

he came up with it at last. (The Battle-

naming her character Judith Cleave, she

Ground 181) [Johnston's continued

at first settled on another friend's name

exploration of mysticism in later novels

Dorothea, instead of Judith, and then

would lose her some of her following.]

changed it.]
November the 15th.. . . However Alice
November the 14th.. . . Ellen Glasgow

Parker came and then Bessie Cardwell

came and brought me an autographed

and Dorothea Lee. Tea and wafers and

copy of The Battles round. . . . [Glasgow's

ginger and a beautiful wood fire10 and

novel on the Civil War was published in

pleasant enough chatting. . . . Gave

1902. With both authors living in

Walter his first lesson in chess. [Lensink

Richmond, being close in age, and

in her work on diarists notes, "Finally, a

sharing similar interests, a friendship

diarist's language may form a design of

developed between the two. A line from

unconscious metaphor. For example, in

the novel mirrors one of Glasgow and

almost every middle-class nineteenth-

Johnston's favorite topic of

century woman's diary I have read, the

conversation]9: In one of those rare

image of Home recurs" (42). Johnston's

moods in which the least subjective

descriptions of the different households

mind becomes that of a mystic, he told

are paired frequently as opposites. The
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contrast of the grandeur of Cape

cordial and apparently glad to see me

Jessamine with the local color of Thunder

there again. I had not been for two

Run shows Johnston's ability to develop

years, and they all knew that I was dying

two different scenes, each affected by the

last year. [Johnston alludes to how

war and each tantamount to the story.]"

precarious her health was following her
father's death. A sister also had died in

November the 16th. . . . Chess with

1901. Evidently, the loss Johnston felt at

Walter.

the death of her father immersed her in

They rose and returned to the

drawing-room. There was a chess-

sorrow. By beginning to write again, she

table, and she proposed a game, but

appears to have conquered her

they played languidly, moving the

depression. Hints in her diary suggest her

pieces slowly. (CF 22) Elizabeth read

slow recovery.]

aloud third and fourth acts of Macbeth.
November the 20th. An idle morning. I
November the 18th. Elizabeth read

am not in the mood for work and all that

Browning aloud. . . . The day bright and

I did J suppose I shall tear up tomorrow.

not cold.

I can not manage the second act of my
poor drama. Rested a while, then reread

November the 19th. . . . Lazy and under

Daisy Miller.

the weather and idle all morning.

dare say, to give the whole thing up, but

Dressed and went at half past four to the

this I know, I will not do. . . . [By voicing

Woman's Club. . . . Everyone was very

... It would be wisest, I
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her concerns in her diary, Johnston

November the 30th. Worked this

appears to strengthen her resolve.]

morning but without much satisfaction. I
can no longer write whether I want to or

November the 21st. . . . This is my thirty-

not.... We talked mw.570-[Johnston's

sixth birthday. On the whole I am glad

love and understanding of music surfaces

that I was bom, and I suppose I wish for

repeatedly in her descriptions]: Sound,

many returns—though all, I know will not

too, had organized. He could have

be happy.

beaten time to the gigantic rhythm. It
rose and sank; it was made up of

November the 23th. . . . Elizabeth

groaning, shouting, breathing of men,

popped corn for us all and we ate and

gasping, and the sounds that horses

talked of all kinds of trashy things.

make, with louder and louder the

[Unfortunately, for the reader, Johnston

thunder of the inanimate, the

chooses not to list these books; Johnston,

congregated sound of the allies man

with her silences, does not reveal this

had devised.... (TLR 460) Madame

side of her character.]

Butterfly. La Boheme. . . ., etc, portrait
painting, Sergeant, Watts, . . . Duran, the

November the 28th. A wasted day. I

masters [Also reflected in many diary

felt badly and could do nothing I liked all

entries is Johnston's love of art.]; books.

morning. Reread Kim. . . . [talked] of

The Death of the Gods, someone's book

books . . . Meredith, Maurice Hewlett,

on China, The Call of the Blood.

Alice Meynell,12 Edith Wharton, etc, etc.

Theocritus, etc. Italy and Sicily, amateur
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theatricals, the White Sulphur, belles of

December the 3rd. Straightened things

the 50's, foxhunting and what-not.

out in the house, then worked for several

. . . The moonlight tonight-very fine. [As

hours without much satisfaction. It

often as Johnston notes the effect of the

would help me if I knew whether I was

sun, she comments on the moonlight.]

working to some purpose or simply

Between the branches of the trees the

wasting my time. . . .Elizabeth and

sky showed intense and cold, the

Walter played bridge and Mary and Eliza

crescent moon, above a black mass of

and / talked- Rome, St. Armungio( ?),

mountains, golden and sharp, the

Eleanora Zuise(?) Peer Gynt, The Sunken

lights in the valley near enough to be

Bell, Paolo and Francesca, Leonardo,

gathered. (TLR 17) and The night fell,

Mona Lisa, Pater, etc, etc. Then we all

mild as milk, with a great white moon

sat about the fire and ate bananas and

above the treetops. (TLR 106) [Many

listened to Eloise's stories of hospital

of the paintings Johnston mentions she

experience--most of them brave and

probably had seen on her trips abroad as

pitiful enough. . . . [Johnston's stores

she notes each museum she visited and

these stories for her depiction of the

compares many of her characters to

realistic hospital scenes where she places

artists' models.] "Here's Sam, bringing

Judith Cleave as a nurse in Richmond]:

in a visitor. A general, too—looks like a

Judith closed the window .... She

Titian I saw once." (TLR 414)

turned the wick higher, then lifted a
pitcher and poured water into a basin,
and when the surgeon had washed his
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hands took away the reddened stuff

punctuates the reality of battle with the

(TLR 444).13

serenity of the home]: The Greenwood
Carys sat about the wood fire, Judith

December the 4th. . . .1 made the first

in an old armchair, Unity on an old

payment and the small place is ours--

embroidered stool, Molly in the corner

crepe myrtle tree, microphylla rose, old

of the great sofa. (TLR 631) [In these

kitchen and all. It is sweet and simple

scenes, Johnston has to incorporate

and sedate and home—a quiet anchorage

members of her own family. Many

with which we are well pleased. . . .[The

sections of her diary deal with

importance which Johnston places on a

remembering aunts and uncles, their

home to the family reflects in this entry.

families and their homes and her visits

A description of the family gathered

with them. Both Elizabeth and Walter

together at Three Oaks mirrors so many

possibly found their counterparts in

of Johnston's family gatherings]: At

Miriam and Will Cleave.]

Three Oaks Margaret Cleave rested
upon her couch by the fire. Miriam

December the 6th.

Worked all

was curled on the rug with a book, an

morning—melancholy work. I can't see

apple, and Tabitha the cat. Will

the forest for the trees. . . . Worked to

mended a skate-strap and discoursed

some effect throughout the forenoon.

of "Old Jack" (TLR 25). [All of the

Half through the second act such as it is.

scenes of home life will also function as a

I don't think it all had. Reading Henry

contrast to the battle scenes. Johnston

James "The Better Sort." [Usually, at
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some point in her despair over how her

[Marchmont's character is based on an

writing is going, Johnston, inevitably,

English mercenary whom Johnston's

seems to find some merit in her work.

uncle captured. For Johnston,

Again, I feel her diary habit allowed her

Marchmont becomes the necessary

the space she needed between the actual

historical fiction character who can be

composing and then the reconsidering of

used to tie up loose ends. Johnston

what she had written.]

skillfully and believably weaves him in
and out of the plot.]

December the 7th. . . . Frances sang to
her guitar very charmingly, negro

December the 9th. Worked after a bad

melodies, Scotch ballads, old French

night with a headache. . . . Afterward we

songs .... [Song lyrics add a dimension

listened to the phonograph for an hour or

to the telling of the war story and reflect

more. Schumann-Heink in Lucrez.ia

the tastes of so many of the soldiers. The

Borgia. Samson and Delilah, Caruso, (?),

soldier of fortune Captain Marchmont

Fames, etc, etc, and Dixie .... [Working

shares an English carol with Richard

in the Confederates' favorite song proves

Cleave]:

no problem for Johnston]: "Gentlemen,

"As Joseph was a-walking, He

the Glee Club of Company H gives you

heard an angel sing,

the Marseillaise of the South.

This night shall be born Our
Heavenly King

" (TLR 119).

Attention!"
"Way down South in the land
of cotton,
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'Simmon seed and sandy

December the 12th. Worked until eleven

bottom-"

to little effect. Then dressed and drove

The 65th rose to its feet. (TLR 214)

with Ellen Glasgow, Carrie Coleman,

[Johnston ties the ending of her second

and Mr. Paradise to the tobacco factory--

volume with the repetition of these same

Ellen wishing him to see and hear the

lines from "Dixie."] . . .1 began this

negroes. Mr. Ragland met us and very

record a month ago, and 1 meant to give

pleasantly and kindly showed us

a little space to thought and feeling as

everything of interest. Fourteen hundred

well as each day's doings. But I have

negro men and women at work, all types

never been able to keep that kind of

and shades of colour and ages.

diary. Moreover, I jot down these lines

Handkerchiefs twisted about their heads,

at night when I am too deadly tired to

or paper caps, standing at long tables

[indecipherable] matters out. [In her

stemming the tobacco, or bearing it in

honest way, Johnston admits that her

crates to a great trough or belt, -smiling,

diary will offer little towards how she

rolling their eyes, singing, now one or

reacts or feels. In reading about her

two male voices, now the whole long

kinsman Joe Johnston, I discovered he,

room,--the air warm and clogged with the

too, was faulted for his inability to speak

tobacco scent, all shades of brown,

about himself. To know Johnston

brown workers, brown leaf brown walls

requires much decoding. Only rarely

and beams, now and then a note of red--it

does Johnston lets her feelings surface

was Rembrandtesque. The voices very

about personal issues.]14

deep and rich; they sang Roll. Jordan.
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Roll Happy Land, etc. etc. and they

the porch, "outdoor" negroes drawn

seemed to enjoy it as much as we did. A

by the music and the spectacle from

fine view of the river, and the hazy Indian

the quarter, approached the windows

summer shores. We were there two

(TLR 37).15

hours; it is a thing to see ....
[Recreating this scene, Johnston

December the 16th. . . . Wrote for a

describes the slaves as they assemble at

while and then went to the Glasgows.

Greenwood to learn of the impending

Tea. . . . The talk full of association of

war]: Julius opened the long windows,

colours and form with abstract ideas,

the negroes came in, Mammy in her

numbers, months of the year, etc. To

turban, Easter and Chloe the

Cary, January dark red and tilted up hill!

seamstresses, Car'line the cook, the

March, grey; June, green,etc. To me, 3,5,

housemaids, the dining-room boys, the

5,9 are distinctly feminine, 2,4,6,8

young girls who waited upon the

masculine;—the Brahminical idea of

daughters of the house, Isham the

colours—red meant the earth, purple

coachman, Shirley the master's body-

above it, etc, up to clear light. My

servant, Edward's boy Jeames,

fondness for purple—stained glass,

[Margaret Mitchell also cites a Jeems:

heliotropes, the first shade of dawn, the

"We ain' gwine git nothin'ter eat 'cept

spiritual colour. The colours of people's

possum an' greens, " argued Jeems. (13)]

souls—Ellen's clear pink, Amelie Rives

and the nondescript half dozen who

gold, mine mauve--according to Cary.

helped the others. The ruder sort upon

Likeness of people to flowers; Ellen like a
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pansy—a good comparison—We wound up

hostile. Snow began to fall. (TLR 161)

on Jane Austen and Maria Edgeworth.

She also paints love of the color of

[The fullness of this entry typifies

amethyst throughout her descriptions and

Johnston's style— many details, followed

captures the essence of people looking

by a succinct statement. Throughout the

like flowers in several associations]: An

war novels, she avoids total tedium by

amethyst haze filled the valley town of

saving a long passage with a sharp,

Winchester. (TLR 100); Miriam

concluding statement. I strongly feel the

regarded him with her air of a brown

practice of diary entering was affecting

and gold gilliflower. (TLR 104);16

her style. Some of her sentences in their

An old and wrinkled nurse, in a turban

brevity become gems of description and

like a red tulip, made room for them,

had to have their genesis in her practice

moving aside a perambulator holding a

of condensing her thoughts]: Victory

sleeping babe. (TLR 420)'7

organized us, as defeat disorganized
them. (TLR 98); Having arrived at a

December the 20th.. . . The trees this

crossroads without a signpost

morning laden with sleet--as though they

McClellan characteristically hesitated.

had bloomed white overnight. . .

(TLR 593); The noise was dreadful;

[Johnston paints spring and winter scenes

the shriek that the mare gave echoed

on the battlefield with grace]:In the

through the March woods. (TLR 195);

nightime the cloud thickened, and

and The earth was hostile, the sky was

there came down a fine rain, mixed

hostile, the commanding general was

with snow. (TLR 141) [On the other
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hand, her depictions of the bitterness of

so many graves. . . . [Johnston, ever

winter are starkly drawn]: The steep

reticent, allows no feeling about her

road was ice, the horses were smoothly

parents to surface here. Yet, I feel in the

shod. The poor brutes slipped and fell,

text of TLR when she describes the

cutting themselves cruelly. (TLR 142)

relationship between Richard Cleave and
his mother, she in essence describes the

December the 22nd. Worked all

closest which she and her father shared]:

morning and with some satisfaction. . . .

He broke off, sitting stirring the fire.

Rested, wrote to John, then dressed and

His mother watched the deep hollows

drove to Hollywood with Eloise. [The

with him. Closely resembling as he did

periodic visits to the cemetery serve to

his long dead father, the inner tie,

connect Johnston with her family. In her

strong and fine, was rather between

work, she notes different burial sites]:

him and the woman who had given

In the pine wood there was a line of

him birth. Wedded ere she was

fresh graves; on the brown needles lay

seventeen, a mother at eighteen, she sat

boughs that shell had cut from the

now beside her first-born, still

trees; there were certain stains upon

beautiful. ... For years now they had

the ground. (TLR 70) We took wreaths

walked together, caring for the farm,

of holly and cedar for Father's, Mother's,

which was not large, for the handful of

and Arthur's graves. The place grey,

servants, for the two younger children,

peaceful and beautiful: a deep murmur of

Will and Miriam. [Johnston became the

the river. Christmas green and red upon

mother figure for her younger siblings. In
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one diary comment she refers to

January the 1st. New Year. / crawled

Elizabeth and Walter as the children

out this morning after a trying attack of

(Diary, January 1, 1911). The scenes

cold, fever, sorethroat and headache. . . .

between Cleave and his mother seem so

Such colds weaken me dreadfully--but it

natural as if Johnston relives the memory

might have been worse. [Johnston

of her father through this portrayal]: The

repeatedly notes her health—an issue

eighteen years between them was

always important to her. Yet, seldom

canceled by their common interests, his

does she seem to let poor health totally

maturity of thought, her quality of the

confine her.] A 'sandwich' book is one

summertime. (TLR20).18

that I rest upon .... [Here Johnston
admits her love of the easy read for

December the 24th. Christmas Eve.

relaxation. I feel she probably

. . .Cousin Joe came in for a while. We

sandwiched this type of book between the

sat around the fire and ate molasses

heavier tomes which normally occupied

candy and listened to Dixie and other

her. Fairy tales appear to be a favorite

inspiring stories from Coralie's

way of relaxing. An inscription in the

phonograph which she had set up for the

back of a diary suggests the title of a

benefit of the children tomorrow.

story Johnston thought of writing—"The
Weed Who Wished to Be a Flower."]

1907
January the 2nd. A hard day's work
correcting manuscript and doing my own
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typewriting. Papers everywhere and the

the column was met by a second

feeling that I had undertaken the Augean

courier, a boy from the Alabama

stable. This afternoon I went to the

River, riding like Jehu, pale with

Glasgows for a little rest and recreation.

excitement. (TLR 80);... these

Ellen and I talked books; Webster, Ford,

striplings about them, beardless,

Congreve, Swift, Steele, and Addison,

powder-grimed, bare of arm and chest,

Chapman's Homer, Dickens, etc.

silent and swift and steady of eye and

[Entries such as these document

hand, sponging, ramming, priming,

Johnston's literary interests. Her mind

aiming, fired, showed in the van of

was "crowded with memories of

Time a brood of Mars, a band of whom

traditional realms of epic and romance in

foequelling Hector might say "They

Western literature" (Nelson 95).19 And

will do well." (TLR 84): and A captain

her conversations revolved around the

of the 4th Alabama, hoarse with

characters and the works she knew and

shouting, found voice once more.

read. They were her frame of reference.

"God! We are n't beaten! Talk of

These were the associations she could

Birnam wood! The stone wall's

easily make, and her work evidences her

coming!" (TLR 85) [Perhaps, she, like

talent of drawing from this rich

Molly Gary, felt]: "...everybody

background she enjoyed from her broad

really belongs in a book" (TLR 33).

reading. Many of these associations

[She appears to pick from a vast cast of

surface in the similes she uses]: A

literary characters whom she knew. Her

bowshot from the wood, the head of

frequent allusions to her favorite works
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enrich her comparisons. Steve Dagg

their heads on their arms, dozing,

exhibits characteristics of Pistol and

dozing in the underbrush, in the misty

Hotspur, and Johnston likens Stonewall

light, beneath the tall treetops where

Jackson to Achilles. Likewise, she

the birds were cheeping (TLR 446).

appears to absorb stylistic tendencies

After supper worked for several hours.

from various works. Occasionally, her

[The ebullience of this particular evening

prose has a Biblical cadence, and her epic

surfaces in this entry; her ability to work

similes echo those of The Iliad. Quite

into the evening reaffirms it.]

often, she possibly was too well infused
with her incredible memory of characters

January the 3rd. . . .Worked all day like

and novels, for her works may seem

a galley slave, writing, correcting, and

heavily laden with allusions through

typewriting. . . . The weather warm and

which a modern reader, lacking a

wet.

classical background, may struggle.]
Then we went into Gary's room. We

January the 4th. A hard day's work in a

talked Wordsworth, the Warm and La

variety of things. All morning on the

Grippe. I walked home with Berta. Very

manuscript of 2nd Act, until twelve when

charming out-soft and grey and all the

Ellen Glasgow came. We talked for an

sparrows chirping. [Johnston's ability to

hour, various things, chiefly books,

recall a memory as simple as the birds

Hardy, Meredith, Stevenson, etc, etc. We

chirping surfaces later in her novels]:

both agreed upon The Return of the

Some of the men lay down, pillowing

Native; only she wants to see Egdon
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Heath—and I don't, not with the eye of the

January the 5th. . . . A charming day

body. . . . [Hardy's influence on Johnston

almost-like Indian summer, the sedge, the

seems strong, especially later when she

stacked corn, To the left rolled great

creates her favorite chapter in

wheat fields, the yellow grain standing

TLR."Thunder Run," written while she

in stocks. (TLR 553), the light on the

was in England.20 A very simple

sycamores and cedars, all things pensive

sentence captures the essence of Thunder

and exquisite.

Run]: A cat purred in the sunshine,
and all the lilac bushes were in bloom.

January the 7th. . . . Just now I'm tired

(TLR 47) [Whenever Johnston returns to

and discouraged. It will all be the same a

Thunder Run in the course of the story,

hundred years hence. . . . Talked for an

inevitably she describes the cat. Thunder

hour. Then walked home through the

Run holds great importance to Allan

twilight. The stars very fine. [Noting

Gold while he fights the war because it is

that her grandmother taught her about the

home ; his memory of it becomes for him

stars, Johnston refers to them repeatedly

a pastoral retreat]: ... he wondered if

in the war stories]: Here, on the

Sairy were making gingerbread. He

plateau, where for hours the blue gun

tried to smell it again, and to feel the

had thundered, the stars were seen but

warmth of her kitchen-.... (TLR 162)

dimly through the smoke. (TLR 465)
and The stars were out in troops; the
battle stopped. (TLR 528)

[Johnston

also uses the position of the stars to
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connect several scenes and chapters]:

of work, Audrey. Sir Mortimer. . . . The

However, Jackson's eyes again dwelt

Man Who Would Be Kins. Kipling's best

on the grey slopes before him and on

story. The Fall of the House of Usher

the Alleghenies, visited by stars....

most wonderful. . . . [Several diary

(TLR 245); They who watched the

entries reflect Johnston's appreciation of

stars from Strasburg dwelt least of all,

Poe. The appearance of a young poet at

perhaps upon the stars in the east. Yet

the capital in Richmond in TLR strangely

under those lay that night, ten miles

resembles Poe]: They stood at the

from Front Royal, Stonewall Jackson

eastern end, Judith leaning against one

and seventeen thousand men. (TLR

of the pillars. Here a poet and editor

262); [and after the devastating battle,

of the Southern Literary Messeneer

Johnston closes the chapter with]: That

joined them; with him a young man, a

night in Strasburg, when the stars

sculptor, Alexander Gait.. .. The

came out, men looked toward those

violins had begun again- - Mozart now-

that shone in the east. (TLR 276) . . .

-'■The Magic Flute": "Oh, smell the

Mr. Harrison called. We talked of juries,

roses!" said the poet. "Tonight the

politics, the President, Japanese and

roses, to-morrow the thorns-but roses,

Chinese, The Phillipines, short stories,

too, among the thorns, deep and sweet!

Kipling, Poe, De Maupassant,

There will still be roses, will there not.

polydacytyls, The Divine Fire, style,

Miss Gary?" (TLR)21 [In another diary

Oxford, Walter Pater, The Browning

entry, Johnston notes visiting the room

Love Letters, reviews of hooks, methods

Poe had occupied at the University of
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Virginia. Other entries cite her delight

January the 19th. It is Robert E. Lee's

with his short stories which she reread.]

birthday. [Johnston is unabashed in her
portrayal of Lee]: Lee was a model of

January the 15th. . . . One really

manly beauty. His form, like his

satisfactory day's work .... Read The

character, was justly proportioned; he

Tempest.

had a great head, grandly based, a face
of noble sweetness, a step light and

January the 17th. . . . Tonight Elizabeth

dauntless. There breathed about him

and I went to a lecture on Scott at the

something knightly, something kingly,

Y.M.C.A. Only tolerable. .. . re-read

an antique glamour, sunny shreds of

The Hero of Radcliffe. [My literary

the Golden Age. (TLR 404) The music

detective work falters on locating this

was good; the old Confederates in line,

resource. I assume the book deals with

grey and pathetic.22 ... [In no way, do

Ann Radcliffe, whom Sir Walter Scott

these descriptions of the soldiers, so

commented on in his On Novelists and

many years later, approach the heroes,

Fiction. Radcliffe followed in the Gothic

Johnston depicts in their prime]: The

tradition started by Horace Walpole.

rider, not tall, black-bearded, with a

Johnston, in turn, patterned her early

pale, handsome face, sat like a study

historical fictions on those of Sir Walter

for some great sculptor's equestrian

Scott.]

masterpiece

The cape of his grey

coat was lined with scarlet, his soft
wide hat had a black plume; he wore
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long boots and white gauntlets. (TLR

limbs and twigs against the sky and the

134) The day cloudy but warm.

evening star. It is really not winter at all.

January the 20th.. . . Afterwards an

January the 23rd. Began to reread The

animated discussion as to what we would

Return of the Native. Egdon Heath is a

do if we had Mr. Rockefeller's millions,

wondrous thing. Roses in bloom, and

and as to what is the chief end of woman.

the bees in them and over the pansies..

[Johnston poses this question within the

.. The wrens sang, and Christianna

novel in a most unlikely place]: [In

came down the road. Roses and

Prison X] The debate that was

pansies, with their funny little faces,

scheduled to follow The Pen had to be

and Sairy's blue gingham apron and

shortened. Even so, it took place, and

the blue sky. The water-bucket on the

so interesting was it that various blue

porch, with the gourd. He began to

guards and officials, drawn by echoes

mutter. (TLR 460) [Injured, delirious,

as of Demosthenes, came into the hall

dying of thirst, Allan Gold once again

and made part of the audience.

mentally visits Thunder Run. Johnston's

"WOMAN: HER PLACE IN

enthusiasm for Egdon Heath reflects in

CREATION. DOES IT EQUAL

Gold's feelings for Thunder Run. The

THAT OF MAN? (CF 122)

glimpses which he sees and relates

. . . Elizabeth read aloud The Lady of the

become a way for the reader to share in

Lake. ... It had been an exquisite day.

the experience. I suggest that in several

The sunset was very fine, and the bare

instances Johnston approaches the
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technique of stream of consciousness in

lights. (TLR431) Afterwards to

revealing her characters thoughts and

Gary's. Berta and Miss Sully there. A

feelings. The lantern slide dreams which

cup of tea and talk of Hardy and

Steve Dagg has flicker back and forth, as

Meredith. Home. Worked. Read a while

he thinks of one thing and then another.]

Return of the Native. . . . The weather
quite cold, but tonight is superbly clear.

January the 24th. I've labored like

Elizabeth finished The Lady of the Lake.

Hercules today, and tonight I'm tired out.
January the 28th. . . . Read Le
January the 26th. A forenoon of the

Bourgeois Gentilhomme.

usual work. Coralie to luncheon; she
and I to the matinee—The Prince of

January the 30th.. . . Worked till

Pilsen. Not edifying hut fairly amusing.

twelve, then finished The Return of the

[Noting the plays she saw was as

Native. Egdon Heath itself as wonderful

important to Johnston as recording the

as ever, and Mrs. Yeobright's death and

books she read. She relies on this

one or two things beside, but the entire

knowledge of the theatre for

story does not impress as it once did. It

comparisons]: There was in the room

remains that the heath itself is absolutely

that slow movement which

visualized and not only the eye is aware

imperceptibly changes a well-filled

of it, but the ear, the senses of touch and

stage, places a figure now here, now

smell and the mind. . . . Allan thought of

there, shifts the grouping and the

the schoolhouse. It was closed. He
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could see just how it looked; a small

tender sward. It was dolce far niente in

unused building, mournful, deserted,

the Wilderness. (TLR 668)]

crumbling, while past it rushed the
strong and wintry torrent. He thought

February the 8th. Hard work and slow

suddenly of Christianna. He saw her

work. Rewriting of first act nearly done.

plainly, more plainly than ever he had

... I went around to the Glasgows for a

done before. (TLR 162) [In her careful

cup of tea. We had it up in Ellen's room—

rendering of all the scenes about Thunder

Cary, Berta, Ellen and I. Book talk-

Run, Johnston herself captures the

John Addington Symonds, Leslie

dictates she feels the description of a

Stephens, Walter Pater, etc; favorite

place must hold. Thunder Run becomes

pictures, Botticelli's Venus Rising from

a lodestone for all those who associate

the Sea Ellen's favorite. For me, I keep a

with it.]

seraglio—Walter Pater's reading ofMona
Lisa, Alice Meynell, Owen Seaman,

February the 6th. Hard labour all day;

Stafford House, etc. Home. After supper

tired out. What I should love is a week

more work. [Johnston's use of the word

do Ice far niente in Nassau—to drive

seraglio is open for interpretation—brothel

through the Blue Hills to the lovely beach

or hotel. I suggests she groups her three

and to lie under the cocoanut palms. . . .

favorite writers of the moment. Frequent

[Johnston repeats this expression in text]:

references to Pater show her fondness and

The blue soldiers lay at ease on the

respect of his writings. Here again, she
perhaps was ahead of her time. Harold
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Bloom, as quoted in the Britannica in his

humanity turned aside to the jungle

work on Pater, says "... he fathered the

many times too often in a century.. ..

future" (16). Owen Seaman, the editor

His mind ranged in this jungle with an

of Punch, was another literary figure

unhappy fury hardly modern.... It

whom Johnston may have met when

was a thick and bitter jungle, and he

visiting England. Noted for "the light

gathered every thorn within it to

flick of his satire," Seaman seems an

himself and smelled of every poisonous

interesting acquaintance for Johnston and

flower. (TLR 501)

a definite contrast to Meynell (Kunitz
and Haycraft 1255). The reference to

February the 15th. . . . I finished The

Stafford House I cannot explain.

Goddess of Reason today. There is about

Johnston uses the name for Cleave's

a fortnight's work of revision to come--

opposite, Maury Stafford. Stafford is a

but the thing itself is done .... Tonight

complex character. Many of his thoughts

an exquisite new moon. [Diary entries

which Johnston shares seemed to be

show Johnston became most involved in

tinged with a naturalistic tint]: Martial

the play's production, traveled to New

music and earth-shaking charges

York, and became friends with Julia

moved him for a moment, as they

Marlowe, the actress, who had the

moved others for an hour or a day.

leading role.]

The old, instinctive response passed
with swiftness and he settled to the

February the 20th. Finished revising

base of a steadfast conclusion that

the second act and sent it off to H.M. &
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Co. and A. C. & Co. There's now only

February the 24th. The trees this

the proof to correct. The old man of the

afternoon beautiful in a mail of sleet—all

sea is off my shoulders--until he climbs

silver grey ... [In the realistic world of

on again.

her narrative, sometimes little beauty
exists in the snow]: Beyond this, on the

February the 22nd. Washington's

farther boundary of grey rails, three

birthday. Took another holiday. Talked

buzzards were sitting, seen like

to Nora, read Goethe, began Spencer's

hobgoblins through the veiling snow.

Principles of Ethics. Luncheon. Rested.

(TLR 148)

Dressed and drove with Nora to
Hollywood. Took sweet peas, carnations

February the 26th. A hard day's work.

and jonquils. The river very beautiful

Finished revising Third Act, began upon

Coming home, we stopped at the

Fourth. Looked over diagrams of

Glasgow's for a cup of tea with Ellen and

steamers, [Johnston's trans-oceanic travel

Cary.

seems to have been a luxury she allowed
herself. Perhaps being on the water once

February the 23rd.. . . I spent an hour

again reinforced the feeling she had for

or more trying on the gowns left from two

water as noted in later diary entries.

years ago when I put on black ....

From 1906-1912, she and her family

[Johnston, euphemistically, refuses to

members made three crossings.] read a

say, "When Father died. . ."]

little Goethe. Luncheon, rested, wrote.
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. .Ellen Glasgow, Rebe, and Coralie to

kindling wood. (TLR 73); "It [a shell]

supper and until ten afterwards. A

entered the Henry House, burst, and

pleasant talk together, mostly of books--

gave five wounds to the woman

Trollope, Jane Austen—Pride and

cowering in her bed. Now she lay

Prejudice the general favorite but mine is

there, dying above the armies, and the

Mansfield Park. Mr. Collins, Elizabeth

flower-beds outside were trampled,

Bennett, the Bingleys, etc. Mrs. Norris,

and the boughs of the locust trees

the Rushworths, Crawfords, etc.—Byron,

strewn upon the earth. (TLR 89); and

Shelly [sic], Browning, the campagne,

The knapsack was heavy, the

Henry James—The Ambassadors my

haversack was heavy, the musket was

favorite—The Awkward Age Rebe's; Ellen

heavy. Sweat ran down from under

thinks The Turn of the Screw most

cap or felt hat, and made grimy

wonderf ul; to me it is unredeemedly

trenches down cheek and chin. (TLR

ghastly—a put re scent thing seen by a blue

64)] Henry James on Richmond. Sorry

light—Howells, A Modern Instance. Silas

he didn't like it. Hawthorne Mosses from

Lap ham his best. [The influence of the

an Old Manse and The Scarlet Letter.

realists have to color Johnston's most

None of us cared very much for The

realistic handling of war scenes. In their

Marble Faun. Miriam and Donatello in

terseness, these depictions rival those of

the Borghese I always like. Number of

Ernest Hemingway]: A driver was

Dicken 's characters. Five hundred

killed, a mule mangled so that it must

characters in Shakespeare. Amours of

be shot, and an ambulance split into

Goethe, Rousseau, Byron, Summer plans
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and clothes. Music. Ellen cares little for

whinnied mournfully. (TLR 144)]

it. I have a barbarian and uncultured

Tess of the D'urbervilles. etc. etc.

enjoyment, Coralie a comprehension and

[Another Hardy influence perhaps

enthusiasm. English shires--Rebe caring

surfaces in the name Johnston gives the

most for Suffolk because David

Cary plantation, "Greenwood." Here, she

Copperfield was born there.

centers again a pastoral oasis]: The April

Hardy. [Johnston mingles bits and pieces

sunshine, streaming in at the long

of famous lines]: Nevertheless he had at

windows, filled the Greenwood

this moment, in the back of his head, a

drawing-room with dreamy gold. It lit

weary consciousness that war was

the ancient wall-paper where the

roseate only to young boys and girls,

shepherds and shepherdesses wooed

that the day was cold and drear, the

between the garlands of roses, and it

general hostile, the earth overlaid with

aided the tone of time among the

dull misery, that the immortals, if there

portraits. The boughs of peach and

were any, must be clamoring for the

cherry blossoms in the old potpourri

curtain to descend forever upon this

jars made it welcome, and the dark,

shabby human stage, painful and

waxed floor let it lie in faded pools.

sordid, with its strutting tragedians

(TLR 28) [As usual, Johnston, concludes

and its bellman's cry of World Drama!

her entry with a weather report]: A

The snow came down thickly, in large

somewhat cloudy, not cold, day. . . .

flakes; a horse shook himself, rubbed
his nose against his fellow's neck and
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March the 7th. . . . Luncheon, rested

popularize. George Garrett

looked over old manuscript of the novel I

acknowledges that "she helped invent a

laid aside two years ago and over

form for our time: the novel that blends

typewritten notes. I will take it up now. I

fact and fiction in subtle and shifting

began making notes today--at the moment

proportions, one whose chief aim is to

from Mordicai's Richmond in Bx-eone

seek and to share the truth, outward and

Da vs. I think I will call the story

visible, inward and spiritual, of an

Fonteno\'--at least I will use that title

experience." (TLR x)J

tentatively for a while. [Work on this
novel trained Johnston in her use of

March the 10th.... He [A Mr.

authentic source material. Her practice of

Gilchrist] is in the Chinese customs

wide reading of documentary sources was

service .... He was at Mukden two days

an integral part of her preparation as she

after the battle--every where frozen pools

worked on this novel about the time of

of blood, accoutrements, abandoned

Aaron Burr. Later, in her war novels, the

supplies. . . . [Johnston highlights these

amount of documentary reading and the

same details of abandoned supplies in her

constant interweaving of all types of

war stories; the war was the Russo-

related sources would become second

Japanese War.]: And all around were

nature for her. A definite case can be

the dead and wounded, and above us

made for Mary Johnston, as a pioneer in

like a pall, the strangeness of this war

the field of the documentary narrative, the

at last. (TLR 98)

genre Truman Capote would later

March the 27th. Began Maeterlinck's

May the 14th. Up early. A beautiful

Life of the Bee, re-read Poe's Landor's

morning and the wisteria out of my

Cottage, etc. "A soft grey afternoon, the

window a delight of green leaves. I am

sound very still with the boats upon it like

reading the Bible through morning by

grey moths."" . . .

morning. It is Exodus first now. ... A
very beautiful spring day.

May the 6th. . . . Semi-annual account
and cheque from Archibald Constable

May the 30th. Memorial Day. Soft

and Co.—$919.36. A warmer day; rain

sunshine; everywhere the Stars and Bars,

this afternoon. [As important as the

and everywhere flowers, and old, old men

weather to Johnston is the regular

in grey. Anne waves cousin Joseph E.

notation of checks she receives. Her

Johnston's old battle flag.24 [Johnston's

livelihood defended upon her payment.]

description of her cousin, according to
that of others, is accurate]: Johnston

[Inscription of 1907 Diary]

appeared, spare of medium height,

Mary Johnston

with grizzled hair, mustache and

Her Book

imperial, riding a beautiful chestnut

And Hers Alone

mare.... He rode very firmly, sitting

Richmond

straight and soldierly, a slight,

May 14

indomitable figure, instinct with

1907

intellectual strength.... He was
mingled Scotch and English,--
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somewhat stubborn, very able. (CF

servants, the house, etc. etc. ... A

2S-29)25 . . .Veterans in the lobby singing

beautiful autumn day.

Ault Lang Syne, My Old Kentucky Hume,
Maryland, My Maryland, etc. Pathetic

October the 25th. Began to look over

and picturesque figures some of them.

papers for the Vicksburg historx of

[Echoed throughout the stories is the fear

Father's old company, diaries, letters,

a soldier could end up at the end of the

rosters, reports, etc. [Preceding the

parade because of injuries. One soldier

undertaking of her work on the war

promises Edward Gary, who has been

stories, events in Mary's life colored the

injuried, he will make the parade]: "Says

inception of the books. Her involvement

[the captain] nobody ever had a better

in a project to erect a monument to the

headpiece than you, and that you'll

memory of her father's Civil War

walk in somewhere that is n't at the

company required her to begin extensive

end of the procession!" (CF 7)

reading on the war for the paper to be
delivered at the commemoration

September the 6th. Finished Adam

ceremony in Vicksburg. Her reading on

Bede.

the war helped to focus her and lay the
foundation for her later work on her Civil

October the 24th. Eloise, Elizabeth and

War books. For in Johnston fashion, she

I arrived from Baltimore at ten last night.

pushed herself to do the reading and

Walter to meet us. ... Up early this

wrote an address of over twenty pages

morning with many things to see to, the

and delivered the speech at the dedication
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of the monument to her father's regiment,

from the guns. Grey and blue—all was

the Botetourt Artillery, which was the

dimly seen. The flags looked small and

only Virginia unit to serve during the

distant, mere riddled and blood¬

Vicksburg siege]: These hundred or

stained rags. The voice of War was

more men, this company known as the

deep and loud. (CF 77) Luncheon.

Botetourt Artillery, were the only

Rested--straightened out things.

Virginians. It is to them that this stone

papers again. . . . [Johnston will later

is raised, and it is to their war song

portray her father at this particular battle]:

that we listen today. ("Address by Mary

A captain, young, with a strong face

Johnston" 3)

and good brown eyes, stood out, higher

War

than the rest, careless of the keening
October the 26th. Many odd jobs.

mimies, the stream of shells. "A habit

Wrote two hundred words of Lewis Rand.

is a habit, men! This battery's got a

Looked through war papers. . . .[In

habit of being steadfast! Keep it up¬

describing the battle her father's group

keep it up." (CF 77) [Johnston, in

waged, Johnston captures the odds this

honor of her father, probably casts

group labored against]: The wave swept

Richard Cleave as a member of the

over Botetourt County, the dead and

artillery. So much of the knowledge she

the dying.... All knew now that the

shows about the artillery units and how

day was going against them. The

they operate had to come from long

smoke hung thick, a dark velvet in the

conversations with her father.]

air, torn in places by the lightning
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October the 27th. War papers and the

inevitable similes sometimes appear on

Vicksburg siege. On the twenty-second,

the mark and at others not.] We talked of

the ironclads came up the river from

the Barries and the Laws, and the

Grand Gulf. . . . the siege of

relative hardships of acting and writing.

Vicksburg was formally begun. (CF

She went away and I worked for an hour

80)

on the Vicksburg paper. [On one trip to
London, Johnston had met the Barries

October the 31st. . . . Dressed and went

and continued to correspond with them.]

to the Jefferson to call on Maud Adams.
. . . Maps, Congressional records, etc.

November the 4th. A long morning's

. . . [These records were the ones

work on the Vicksburg paper, condensing

Johnston would base her research on for

war letters, diaries, etc. . . . Rested,

the war stories.]

wrote a while, then dressed and went to
call on Margaret Glasgow. Then to see

November the 2nd. . . . Went with

Cary and Ellen. Tea and salt risen

Coralie to see Maud Adams in Peter Pan.

bread, Italy and Metaphysics. Ellen in
spirits over her book--withm eight

November the 3rd.. . . Maud Adams

chapters of the end. Home. . . .

came by to say goodbye on her way to the
train—she looked piquant and charming

November the 8th. One third of my

in as much brown fur as an Esquimo

brain is concerned with the details of

would have worn. [Johnston and her

Aaron Burr's trial, one with the siege of
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Vicksbarg, and one with Elizabeth's

as is the procession of the stars. "A

dance invitations, decorations, supper,

fragment of antique sculpture"—yes;

place cards, flowers and dress.

but the past instructs the present, and

Interrupted work on the Vicksburg paper

is the bedrock of the future. (Johnston

until luncheon. Elizabeth tried on her

28)

coming out dresses, white chiffon with
embroidery and a touch of silver for the

November the 18th. Our afternoon tea

afternoon; white Liberty satin and tulle

for Elizabeth five to seven. The room all

for the evening. Both lovely .... [The

in chrysanthemums. A large crowd.

above quotes from Johnston's diary share

Elizabeth in white chiffon and silver.

a similarity with Adrienne Rich's lament

Carried pink lilies. Many flowers sent

in "Snapshots of a Daughter-in-Law,"

her. All went off well.

because of the multiplicity of events a
woman must manage.]26

November the 20th. My trip to
Vicksburg.

November the 16th. Finished the
Vicksburg paper--7800 words. [Johnston
concludes her speech with this
statement]: The hundred men, to
whom we do honor this November day,
have their place in those still and
deathless ranks, in that procession vast

Chapter Three
Recording Odds and Ends of Record
I strove with none; for none was worth my strife
Nature I loved, and next to Nature Art.
I warmed with hands before the fire of life.
It sinks, and I am ready to depart. Landor27
Characteristically, Johnston gave herself few accolades for her accomplishments.
As evidenced in Chapter Two, the multitude of activities which Johnston was able to
manage attests to her ability. Throughout her work on the war novels, Johnston would
continue to balance a full schedule. She wrote, studied, and read; enjoyed many
friendships; and managed a household. The Vicksburg paper had set the stage for her
later work on the war novels. As she continued her diarying practice, more items became
important for her to note. The following chapter records certain aspects of Johnston's life
which she felt warranted noting. As most of her diary entries are extremely succinct, the
section which deals with Memory offers the reader more of a range of Johnston's thought
processes and her various associations of memory. Johnston seems to have used the
section for her own version of brainstorming. These particular entries are interspersed
with the daily ones—a succinct noting of the day's event and then a longer passage on a
particular subject. These entries center on what she held dear. In these passages she
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records her relatives, her visits with them, and her feeling about a variety of subjects.
Like her diary notations, many of these memory passages later appear in the novels.
Her records of her other interests, such as the books she read and the places she
visited, offer clues to what type of material might later surface as she wrote. So much of
what she recorded in the period from 1908 to 1909 seemed to nurture her development as
a writer. Her lists of books, of records, and of travels could be recorded anywhere in the
diary which they often are. The quoted stanza from Landor is one she evidently liked, as
it addressed two of her favorite loves—art and nature, and she inscribed it separately on a
page.

Even the end covers of the diaries often became a place to pen a listing, a record.
In organizing this chapter, I have grouped the variety of entries according to the

dictates she set with her 1908 diary inscription. I have culled various entries which seem
to satisfy her classifications, excluding those which deal with the war project which make
up the fourth chapter.
This is not a Journal. It is but a place to put odds and ends of
record, memory, reading and what-not. . . . Some record of little
things is desirable. April 6, 1908
1. Memory28
/ shut my eyes and see the far southern woods in the spring time. Bayous,
cane breaks, yellow jessamine. . . . I see the Mississippi breaking its
levees. Miles and miles of turbid water. I see Vicksburg and my father
pointing out the place where, in the siege, he ate his first mule meat.
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Sunday, March the 8th, 1908.
memory: It was summertime.

As to
1 can

was to me then, as now, the fondest
nurse.

recall the feel of sunshine, and the sense
of the garden outside. I may have been

April the 6th. . . . Tonight Elizabeth read

three or four. ... I was the oldest, then

aloud two acts of Henry the Fifth. The

Eloise, Annie, John, and Walter.

death of Falstaff as marvelous a piece of
work as ever.

March the 11th. All my life every
material object has had its peculiar

April the 9th. The old canal. . . its

atmosphere, its aura, and it is

freight-boats creeping up at night and the

atmosphere that I remember.

long mournful musical sound of the
frieghtboat horn heard at night along the

March the 14th. . . .and once there was

river reaches. [Johnston describes this

in mine [her garden] a climbing

scene of the canal in TLR. p. 129.]

Jessamine.
April the 17th, 1908. [Johnston records
March the 21st. . . . When I look back, it

her thoughts on her Grandmother

does not occur to me to see my childhood

Johnston.] . . .She was devoted to flowers

an unhappy one. It had its sombre

and very successful with them, and I

threads, but there were bright ones too. .

know that I was often with her in the

. .1 had a passion for books, and Nature

garden. She knew the stars too and I
have the feeling of standing with her on

summer nights, under the great vault and

influence upon my imagination. I dream

being told the names of constellations.

of it. Of rivers and seas, floods and tidal

. . . Her people, Scotch and devout,

waves, and I think of it in many ways. . . .

claimed the gift of second sight.

But as a child this flood in the James took

[Johnston speaks of a great-aunt

strong hold of my mind and I have had

Christianna, with whom she associated

other water experiences to seize the

the gift of second sight; she also

fancy.

remembers her garden square.] ... a bed
of white violets and star of Bethlehem. I

August the 3rd. Memory [While at the

had a flowering almond and roses. . . .

Warm, this particular summer, Johnston

We watched every seed plant and every

continued entries which dealt with

green thing coming up. The first points

memories of her early experiences and

of the snowdrops above the mold, the first

interests in writing. As recorded in her

green upon the rose bushes, the first

journal, the format is question and

glimpse of red or yellow in the tulips--the

answer, and it seems as if she might have

first peep of white upon the pear trees,

attended a class or lecture or read a book

the first bee, the first white butterfly--

which posed these questions; these were

these could be no children raised in the

her thoughts]: When I cannot sleep I try

city.29

to put myself, vision, hearing, smell, and
touch upon some remembered hillside, in

May the 17,1908. Water and the power

some wood, upon some shore of some

of water have always remained a strong

quiet sea. I usually succeed. I have felt
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the sand warm under me, and have

recall the faces of my people, but 1 know

smelied the mould of the wood. I

just how it looked in the early morning,

visualize most descriptions in hooks--hut

the morning glories in the wet corn.

of nature much more readily than of

[Johnston sharply contrasts this

event. . . . Sometimes when I write, /

remembrance in her text]: The men

mentally accompany descriptive,

climbed a bank of red earth, and

emotional or dramatic passages and

struck across a great cornfield. They

climaxes with a feeling of music--or

stumbled over furrows, they broke

rather I precede them with that sense.

down the stalks, they tore aside the
intertwining small, blue morning-

August the 24th. In Moorefield as in

glories (TLR 76). I feel the heavy fog

Buchanan we yet lived in a veritable

and the quality of the sunshine is familiar

battle, an atmosphere of war stories of

to me. . . . I feel the sleepy Sunday

continual reference to men and to the

sunshine and hear the bells.30 . . ./ may

deeds of that gigantic struggle. I have

say of myself that I was bom with the

countless memories of Moorefield.. . .

historic sense. The sense of waves, of

And here as everywhere it is less the

currents, of direction. The sense of

people that I remember and more the

process. Throughout my life, whether it

earth—it is the flower, the tree, the

show in my books or not, has run a

mountain, the river, the atmosphere of

profound passion for nature, mystical,

this day in that place, the aura of what is

pantheistic. . . . I visualize most

called an inarticulate thing. I can hardly
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descriptions in books—but of nature much

taking much of my time at home, and so I

more comes readily of the event.

left Richmond earlier than usual, Coralie

[Johnston elucidates her view of the inner

coming with me and Eloise and Elizabeth

self in these memories.] The Self comes

following a month later. It was a cold

into some increment of its own. It finds

spring, many of the trees hardly out when

that it has a bank account. Wheat is in its

we arrived. Fires burning and much

barns, honey is in its hives. [Later, as

rain. All through May a pageant of

Johnston wrote other books which

flowers—the flame colored azalea, the

explored her idea of mysticism, she lost

Kalmia, columbine, meadow hyacinth,

readers.]

later the rhododendron. . . . A pleasant,
routine life. Up fairly early, the birds

September the 1st. From this day to the

singing in the trees close overhead, the

end of our summer at the Warm—October

mist filling the valley. . . . Many books in

20—1 kept no daily record. ... I simply

between, letter writing inculcating the

put down the books I read this summer,

idea that it might be well for women to be

the people I met, odds and ends--of

politically free, walking a little, driving

things. [Again this entry seems to be a

much, idling with my microscope,

summation of many days, an accounting

visitors, a thousand odds and ends.

of how Johnston had spent the summer

When I came early in May, I fully meant

and what she had accomplished]: / came

to write a chapter a week throughout the

this year to the Warm early in May. My

summer. It has been impossible. The

book was behind-hand—suffrage work

chapters are long and whether I have
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been idle or not, each has taken nearer

allowed her the freedom to read. Denied

two weeks than one. When we leave day

formal education because of health,

after tomorrow I will only be on the 34th

Johnston made reading her tutor. The

chapter. Left the Warm, Eloise, Elizabeth

following lists show the eclectic nature of

and I at dawn. Half light, cold gray

her choices. Johnston had many interests,

clouds, then arose a flush. It has been a

and these also reflect in the titles she

lovely October and we were sorry to go.

chose. The breadth of this reading

[Johnston's summers at the Warm seem

enriched her novels, for these images and

to have been the solace her spirits needed.

ideas formed a reserve from which

As usual, she continued to work, but she

Johnston could draw.]

seems also to have enjoyed her routine.
Reading was one of her greatest pleasures
during these summer interludes. For
several summers, she diligently entered
any book she read. These titles, as usual
were crowded upon the page. In one
diary entry, Johnston notes that she had
little time to read all she wanted to. Her
practice seems to have been to have
several book underway at a time. She
also seems to have limited her writing
schedule to a certain block of time which
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2. Reading
I read much of legend and mythology. The Arabian nights, Greek Myths, The
Faery Queen, Morte D Arthur, Shakespeare. I was allowed free way with books.

[As the previous entries indicate,

orange blossoms. I wrote there five

Johnston noted the books which she was

chapters of Lewis Rand, chiefly in the

reading. I have noted elsewhere

tree house in the garden of the Royal

Johnston's inconsistencies in spelling;

Victoria. . . . We lived in the open air

likewise, her punctuation practices

and days went happily. I read in Nassau

varied,

the following books:

she underlined book titles

sometimes, and at others, not. Her main

Darwin's Expression of the Emotions

concern appears to be the record of what

Wallace—Darwin and after Darwin

she had read, jotted down quickly and in

Lecky's Map of Life

no certain order.]31

Morris The Earthly Paradise
Ellen Glasgow! The Ancient Law

March the 6th, 1908.... A week ago

Conrad's Lord Jim

today we arrived from Nassau—Eloise,

Haeckel! Riddle of the Universe

Elizabeth, Walter, and I. Five weeks

James The Kings of the Love

there of sapphire sky and water, rustling

Bain's The Sense and the Intellect

palms, and long white roads stretching

Lady Burton's Life of Richard Burton

endlessly into crimson sunsets.

Vol. 1 & 11

Magnificent surf and always the smell of

Cross's Life of George Eliot
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Vol. 1-11

Don Juan

McPherson Herbert Spencer

Erdman's History of Philosphv

[In 1909 and 1910, she listed each book

(three volumes)

by name. That she could accomplish

Schlegel

such a reading list in the two year period

Dramatic Literature

when she was most involved in the

Consuelo

writing of the war stories is a tribute to

Keats

her perseverance. The list confirms the

Life of Lee (Captain Lee's)

eclectic nature of Johnston's reading. The

Henderson's Stonewall Jackson (2

list also shows her awareness of the

volumes)

current literary scene. These trends of

Various art books

style surface in her fiction. The breadth

Walter Pater

of her reading nourished her interests and

Symons Italian cities

contributed to her wide range of

Euripides (Gilbert Murray Translation)

knowledge which she weaves into the

A good part of Shelley

writing of the war stories.]

Paradise Lost
The

Book (Cambridge)

1909

Les Lettres Perrames

The Arabian Nights-Burton: ten volumes.

La DeBacle

Modern Egyptian Lane

The Southern Historical Papers (Many

History of the Saracens Ochley

Volumes)

Gil Bias

Memories of a Confederate
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General Alexander-Life of Jackson

The Philosophy of Comte

Darwin's Voyage of the Beagle

The Virginia Ward Book-Destruction and

Field Service Regulations

Reconstruction

Life in the Confederate Army

General Taylor-A Life of Ashby

Ford--Diary of a Georgia Girl

Minutiae of Soldier's Life

A great deal in many volumes of the

Social Life in Virginia in the 17th

Congressional War of the Rebellion

Century

Series

Slavery in Virginia

Lotze's Metaphysics 2 vol

Munford-Plutarch's Life ( 2 vol.)

Logic 2 vol.

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Jonah,

Philosophy of Religion

Job, Ruth

Battles and Leaders

A book on Mosby's command

The Iliad (Chapman)

The minor prophets

The University Memorial

End of an era

Martesq ? : L'Espirit des Lois

(Indecipherable)

Alfred de Masset (?)

Man and Superman

The Hound of the Baskervilles

Plays for Puritans

Reminiscences of A Mosby Guerilla

Play Pleasant and Unpleasant

Wells, First and Last Things

Sociology

Kipling's: Actions and Reactions

Parenthood

La Rochfuecal (?)

Socialism and the Social Movement

Diary of a Refugee. Mrs. McGuire

The Perfect Wagnerite
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The Quintessence

?

LeBon

Experiences of the Emotions

How to Think-Dewey

Standards of Public Morality. Hadley.

The Direction of Desire-Stanley Bligh

The Spirit of the State

Abnormal Psychology—Coriet

Four Years with Marse Robert Stiles

Eugenics—Richards

The Laurel Brigade

Hygeine and Mentality—Locke

History of the Civil War

Love's Coming of Age—Carpenter

A great deal of war reading--diaries,

Socialism and Social Reform

reports, biographies what not. Odds and

—Eley

ends here and there.

Socialism in Theory and Practice—
Hillquitt

September 1, 1910. / have read this

Twentieth Century Socialism

summer a deal of war books--histories,

—Edward Kelly

memories, off icial reports, Southern

Class Struggle—Koutsky

Historical Society reports, etc. etc. and

Better World Philosophy

besides I read the following, and perhaps

Socialism--Engel

others which I cannot at the moment

The Changing Order—Trigg

recall-

A good deal of Hume

War and Peace

A good deal of Plutarch

A good deal of Shakespeare

Of Shakespeare with Elizabeth

Marcus Aurelius with Elizabeth

Latrobe's Materialist Concept of History

The Psychology of the Crowd

Karl Peerson's Ethics
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Cross's Life of George Eliot with
Elizabeth

1911

[Again inside a back cover of a diary,

which I could not decipher and concludes

Johnston, crowding the titles upon a

her entry]: No further record but much

page, listed all the books she had read for

more.

the year]: Othello. Anthony and
Cleopatra. Lear. Hume--Treatise on
Human Nature. Richard III. Engel-Origins of the Family, A hook on
Shintoism, Poe's Tales. [Johnston
includes several others
3. What-not
[This final section of Chapter Three I

unhappiness about her trips. For her,

have entitled "What-not," included are

they seem to have been that extra cup of

snippets about travel and suffrage work.

richness. Just as with her reading so also

Equally, inspiring to Johnston seems to

she transcribed what she saw into her

have been her travel. This peripatetic

novels. Characters even voice travel

author enjoyed all she encountered.

accounts. In The Long Roll. Father

Rarely, do any diary entries voice

Tierney discourses on Venice; a
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reference to Joan of Arc appears as a

Five days Bellagio

simile, probably inspired by Johnston's

Two days Venice

visit to Rome; and numerous references

Two days Florence

to art and painting appear. ]

Five days Rome

Traveling.

36 hours Naples
1 day Almesia

1907

1 day the Azores
Landed at Boston The 30th September.

June the llth—October the 24th.

Two days Boston

Europe in between. [On this particular

10 days New York

trip, Johnston left New York on June the

10 days Woodley

9th and did not return to Richmond until

Home.

October the 24th. Noting the time she

Go east; go west.

spent in each locale was another record

Still Home's the best.

she deemed important.]

[Johnston's entry of the above phrase

Two weeks London

echoes the response of many a traveler.

Three weeks Devonshire

Other diary entries record Johnston's

Two weeks Edinburgh

enthusiasm upon arriving home.]

Two weeks The Trossacks
Two days London
Four days Paris
Two weeks Lucerne

1908
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Nassau. Five weeks there of sapphire

full in the sun with the desert and the

sky and water, rustling palms, and long

hills. The air crystal, the sun divine. A

white roads stretching endlessly into

happy day. [The writing struggle had its

crimson sunsets.

monetary rewards for Johnston; the
freedom to travel appears to have made

1909

her struggle worthwhile. She absorbs
the milieu, always to reuse it, such as

February 9,1909.. . . Out into the

describing the odor of the Wilderness]:

desert a little way. It is very wonderful.

... —a subtle odour, new as to-day, old

Just now I like it better than the sea.

as sandalwood cut in the East ten

The horizon is so far--and the colours-

thousand years ago. (CF 288)32

ochres, mauves, umber, cream-- a light
here, a darkness there, and over all a

February the 21st, 1909. The sound of

breath of crystal.

the wind always makes me depressed
and nervous--an impression gained, 1

February the 15th, 1909. . . . The sky

think, in the old Cobb Island days.

pink to the zenith, and the sand almost
luminous--! love this land and I like

February the 28th. I have had more

these Arabs.

solitude here than anywhere for years.
. . . a chaise lounge on a balcony where

February the 17th, Cairo. I spent the

you can just see the pyramids.

day on my balcony, on a chaise lounse,

[Characters in the war novels are tinged
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with an Egyptian influence]: Now

April the 15th, 1909. Rome.

Margaret, coming through the hall,

Everywhere spring, spring! with flowers

found him on the back porch,

and birds. . . .

standing on the step between the
pillars like a grave old Rameses.

(CF

April the 18th, 1909. Rome at St.

349) [Tullus is one of the favorite

Peters. The beatification of Joanne

servants at Three Oaks.]

d'Arc at St. Peters. We had a good place
in a tribune. Sixty thousand people, vast

March the 12th, 1909. [All] off to

number of chanting French pilgrims, the

Pompeii. ... It is yet cold and rainy so I

Swiss guard, the noble guard, cardinals,

begged off. I was there twenty years ago

bishops, etc. etc. in procession—the Pope

with Father, and I should rather let that

carried through the church. The poor

memory stay.

child herself everywhere on banners.
Impressive enough. The throng

April the 1st, 1909. / had a moment!

enormous.

Ominous feeling of Keats beside me.
April the 20th. Many things the last ten
April the 10, 1909. Monday an

days ....

audience with the Pope. . . .Tomorrow-Easter mass at St. Peters.

May 10, 1909. Left Venice this morning
in a pouring rain. Very dismal. Arrived
in Padua in the middle of a torrent.
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not wonderful, the gold light on the
May the 31st~June the 30th. [A

mountains? (TLR 158)

combined entry shows how Johnston
always was able to mix writing and

July the 1st—July the 27th . . . / have

traveling]: Here and there upon the lake-

worked pretty hard, getting the first five

-lovely lights, lovely world.

chapters of The War in order. . . . and at

Half of the

fourth chapter done-Elizabeth and

last they are in shape and off today to

Coralie think it good. A good deal of

Boston to Mr. Greenslet. 1 don't think

reading—the second volume of

badly of them. . . .

Henderson. Mrs. Chestnut's Diary from
Dixie, etc. All the books I have here I

July the 27th—August the 27th, 1909.

read last summer at the Warm—but

We had ten days in Devonshire--

everything has to be gone over again.

pleasant, with fair weather. This is the

. . . [At this point, Johnston had begun

third time I had stayed at Cloverlly, with

work on the stories of the war again.]

the Moores in the clean Old Red Lion .
. . . There are always the woods to

June the 15th, 1909. The others on

escape to. We spent a great deal of time

horseback to the foot of the mountains.

in the Hobby Drive or wandering

But not I. A quiet solitary day in our

through the blooming heath. I wrote

rooms. Books and work. The light

here the sixth chapter of Thunder Run-of

wonderful on the mountains. [Johnston

The War. History is wearying work, at

turns this statement into question]: Is it

times the bitterest drudgery, but there's
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no denying that it has compensations.

August the 24th, 1911. With Anna and

Tuesday the 31st, the Carmania— and

Lizzie--Carlyle's House where we got

home.

into a dispute as to the propriety of

September the 14th, 1909. Trip

publishing love letters. [In what I

abroad, begun in January. Home this

consider an encoded silence, I wonder

morning. [Trip aboard began January the

what prompted the lively discussion. In

sixth and ended on September the

a later book Miss Delicia Allen Johnston

seventh. Johnston's diary entry at this

writes of an American girl, who falls in

point is succinct]: Landed from the

love with an English poet. Leaving him,

Carmania about 7 p.m.

she returns to America and pursues

Sept.M-Home.

another love. How autobiographical is
this account? The greatest silence I

[Two years later, Johnston once again

noticed in Johnston's diary keeping was

enjoyed a holiday abroad.]

the excision of a number of pages in one
of the journals. With her scissors,

July the 10th, 1911. Cologne. My

Johnston or Elizabeth censored some

room gives upon the Cathedral. It is a

portion of her life.]

wonderful thing to watch. I went to it
for an hour this morning. Tired and

Campaigning.

simply sat still in a shaft of light. . . .
trying to finish the second chapter.

[Johnston's suffrage work became a
major focus of her life. As usual, she
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gave her all to it. She balanced it
between her traveling and writing. The

December the 6th, 1909. This

following entries detail highlights from

afternoon down to the Equal Suffrage

her suffrage work. The amount of time

League joined it this afternoon.

this work came to take and the
importance Johnston placed on it seem

April the 16th, 1910. In convention all

to have frustrated her. She wanted to do

day. I am the only delegate from

suffrage work, but she was compelled to

Virginia and / want to hear everything.

finish her war work. She, like her
character Richard Cleave, suffered a

April the 19th, 1910.

dichotomy of spirit. Here was the

ten. The Senate hearing. Speeches very

dutiful Southern daughter writing of the

good, women lawyers, physicians,

lost cause while the modern suffragist

teachers, college graduates, writers.

To the capitol at

longed to work for her cause Johnston
would write of her experiences in Hagar.

June the 11,1911. New York. In the

which followed the war novels. Virginia

afternoon with Elizabeth to Charlotte

Spruill Wheeler has done much work

Perkins Gilman. Stayed to an

with Johnston, the suffragist.]

impromptu supper. Wonderful window
above the river. Talk of the future

December the 1st, 1909.

woman. [Desiree Gaillard possibly

. . . Talked suffrage, eugenics, co¬

mirrors Johnston's future woman—one

education, etc. Most lovely weather.

who would be fully developed in Hagar. I
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October the 21st, 1911, National
Convention. In convention morning,
noon, and night. This evening Jane
Addams. A very fine speech.
May the 4th, 1912. . . . Ellen Glasgow
joined us there and we found Willie Lee
who insisted on carrying the Virginia
flag for us. I marched from 11th to 36 th
when Nora and I fell out and took a cab
to Carnegie's. A great mass meeting
there. The parade very wonderful.
Huge crowds.

November the 24th. A quiet morning.
Afternoon a monster mass meeting at the
Metropolitan Opera House. Five
thousand people unable to enter
building, had outside meeting for them.
Julia Lathrop—Jane Addams, etc. We
had a box and could hear and see well.
A great spectacle.

Chapter Four
Writing the War
O shades of John Randolph of Roanoke, of Patrick Henry, of Mason
and Madison, of Washington and Jefferson! O shade of John
Marshall even, whom we used to think too Federal! (TLR 8).33
Once Mary Johnston made the decision to begin the work on the war story, she
plunged into her project. From August the fifth, 1908, until December the thirty-first,
1912, her life revolved around the task she had set for herself, that of telling her version
of the war. But in Mary fashion, her life never seemed to settle on just one task. The
amount of extracurricular activities she balanced with her work as a writer seems, even
today over seventy-five years later, staggering. To her credit, once Mary lohnston began
her war, she finished it.
Mary Johnston brought to the task of telling her version of the Civil War a
background incredibly rich in classical information. Coupled with a desire to tell her side
of the story in honor of her father and to defend the military tactics of her kinsman
General Joe Johnston, she set for herself no easy role, committing herself in 1908 to
tackling the largest project of her writing career.34 To the telling of her version of the
War Between the States, she brought her own phalanx of writing skills—her interest in
literary experimentation, her unique sampling of experiences, and her incredible depth
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and breadth of reading. For in her work on the Civil War, Johnston explores her essence,
her southern heritage, with a determination to record it as honestly as she could, given her
point in time. But for background knowledge, she brought much first hand experience.
Well-steeped in Southern history, a daughter of a Confederate captain, a cousin of a
general, she possessed the credentials and ability to tackle the telling of the lost cause.
She also approached the subject in a very realistic fashion, realizing the enormity of it and
the amount of studying and background reading required to learn the facts of the war and
to present them in an interesting manner. And in the actual rendering of her text she can
be viewed as a trailblazer in the crafting of the literary techniques which made the war
quite often seem so real to her readers. Preparing for this mammoth undertaking became
for Mary Johnston a military campaign. Anne Goodwin Jones rightfully views her as the
woman warrior. I perceive her as the warrior writer. The long role she chose for herself
was played against a background of family responsibilities, commitments to her work in
suffrage, and determination to finish what she had started.
As her notes in her diary indicate, Johnston began writing her story on the wars in
her usual mode—the genre of historical fiction. Johnston's previous novels had been in
the vein of historical fiction and were very successful.35 And so. The Long Roll and
Cease Firing are the results of one, small, frail Southern woman who with a commitment
to her father and her region enlarged the scope of the historical novel, incorporating and
borrowing from many sources.
Seldom does a reader get to follow an author's daily struggle. Mary Johnston and
her carefully noted diaries provide this glimpse. Living and working with the diaries and
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the novels, I have appreciated and received encouragement from them as I viewed the
struggle Mary's writing project proved for her. On more than one occasion her lament has
become mine. Yet, her diligence, her ability to change course, and her determination to
finish have proved for me an inspiration. The text and the diaries have continued to lure
me. So many threads compose the whole body of work.
Because of the time period involved in the writing of the books, this final chapter
becomes quite large. However, I have kept entries brief, but I have tried to maintain the
continuum of what Johnston was accomplishing monthly. Almost no day passed that she
did not record her writing schedule and what she had accomplished that particular day.
The diary entries begin with the year 1908.

1908

Caruso is singing Celeste Aida. [Because

March the 6th. . . . I have often begun a

of her love of music, Johnston uses this

diary and then time failed and the record

imagery for many comparisons]: Life,

lapsed. I'll not call this by so pretentious

nowadays, had always and everywhere

a name, and so it may have better luck.

a deep organ bass, but that was no

Some record of little things is desirable.

reason the cymbals and castanets

It is Friday, the sixth of March, 1908, I

should not come in they could. . . .

have just come up from my study from

Sitting cross-legged on a huge

supper. Joe McMullen is down from

magnolia stump he read aloud to a ring

Woodley, and he and Eloise are

of listeners, rolling out the items like a

manipulating the Victor phonograph.

big bass drum. (TLR 55)
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March the 7th. It was Stevenson's

her family. The proceeds from her first

wonderful night of the stars! with a cold,

three novels earned her "well over

clear half moon.

$150,000 in American royalties alone"
(Gardner 261). The hiatus in writing she

March the 9th. Spring is on us; there is

suffered following her father's death

langour in the cur, and the buds begin to

probably alarmed her. For the family's

swell. Under the window the jonquils are

survival, she felt pressured to continue

coming up.

writing.]

March the 11th.... In the afternoon

May the 6th. A bad day--damned bad.

Cary and Ellen for an hour. At present

[For someone who would not show her

they are bound up heart and soul in

feelings, Johnston's honesty here is

Woman Suffrage.

rewarding. Later, readers would censure
her for the profanity used in the war

March the 13th. Spring is in the air,

stories.]

and novel writing seems an impertinence.
June the 3rd. This is Memorial Day.
April the 25th. My next book is

Eloise, Elizabeth and I drove to

humming in my head. [Johnston, no

Hollywood this morning with flowers for

matter how engaged, constantly thought

the graves and the battleflag for Father.

about what she what was writing. At this
point, Johnston was the sole support of
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June the 6th. The Warm. All things

it is great. ... I have a hammock up and

here just the same, birds, grass, trees,

books and flowers--pansies from the

bleating lambs, and tinkling cowbells, old

tailgate. ... A chipmunk has been paying

servants, old faces. I have always loved

me a visit-sitting up on the porch floor,

the familiar rather than the novel, and

looking at me not a yard away.

things have been immobile here a long,
long time. ... A wood fire to go to bed

July the 24th. . . .[A portion of this entry

by, and a cricket and a whippoorwill.

has been quoted earlier.] But when I tried

[Johnston seems to have been happiest at

to work upon //—[Johnston speaks of

The Warm; for her, it became her pastoral

work on Lewis Rand.l / could not. Every

retreat.]

association with it was painful. I had
talked so much of it to Father, and he had

June the 13th. In the afternoon Mr.

read the chapters that I had—1 found that

Bushnell and I walked to the mountain

/ could not write upon it then ....

toll-gate and picked wild strawberries

[Cella notes the complications which

along the way.

affected Johnston's completion of the
book: "Grief, illness, and travel delayed

June the 19th. The early mornings here

the completion of Lewis Rand, which

are most sweet. Birds and dewey

went through several title changes, until

freshness of grass and leaf and a myriad

1908. ..." (55)]

tinkling of sheep bells. ... I am learning
to swim. ... I work out on this porch and
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July the 30th At the tollgate all the

The next to be of the War between the

tigerlilies blooming. Waves of verdure, a

States. I have a faint idea of the

panorama of mountains, the light gilding

principal figure but beyond that nothing

certain ridges. One sees in these ridges,

yet. . . . [Read] a little Zola.

long, unbroken, uniform, one behind the
other like waves of sea, how the earth's

August the 11th. . . . The next story

surface must have first been wrinkled.

beginning to form itself in my mind.

July the 31st. Began Zola's La Debacle.

August the 13th. Finished Henderson's
Stonewall Jackson. Some French, Kant,

August the 5th, At the Warm.. . . Read

etc. Began notes for the next book--the

fifty pages Henderson's Stonewall

war story. [A first draft of characters

Jackson. [One of the newest books on

lists the fictional ones and the historical.

Stonewall Jackson, by James Robertson,

Johnston's initial plan was to structure the

does not list Mary Johnston as a resource.

story in her well-used genre, the historical

Yet, passages in the book and accounts of

novel. At this point Richard Cleave was

battles appear to indicate that Robertson

listed as Richard Gary. Cleave became a

and Johnston worked with the same

most important name for Johnston to

source material.]<6

settle on. Her diary indicates that she
kept working with this name. Cleave, as

August the 7th. Today I read the last
proof of Lewis Rand. This book is done.

to render asunder, is significant as to the
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theme of the books, the division of a

here that General Joseph E. Johnston

country, the division of a people.]

is in health-still loving astronomy, still
reading du Guesclin, still studying the

August the 21st. Finished Stiles "Four

Art of War. He's a soldier's soldier,

Years with Marse Robert" A graphic and

and that in its way, is as fine a thing as

manly thing. ... [In Cease Firing.

a poet's poet." (TLR 9) [Johnston uses

Johnston quotes directly from sources]:

voices of various observers to comment

Says the artillery officer, Robert Stiles,

on a character. The varied viewpoints

who has been quoted before; I

produce a realistic character portrayal.]

observed an excited gathering some
distance back of the lines, and,

August the 24th. I wrote this morning a

pressing toward it, I heard that

tentative page or so upon the first chapter

General Longstreet had just been shot.

of the war story chiefly for Father's sake,

... (CF 295)1

but I abhor war, and I foresee that I'll be
weary and disheartened before this two

August the 22nd. Began Cousin Joseph

year's piece of work is done. [Johnston

E. Johnston's Narrative of the War. [In

expresses her views on war as she has

speaking of her uncle in the novels,

various characters state how they feel

Johnston couches most comments from

about war. Steve Dagg, her roguish

the point of view of an observer or uses

soldier, the perennial deserter, says,

actual quotes from historical figures]: "I

"War kills men off right along. When

am happy to report to his kinsmen

they're brave they get killed all the
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quicker, or they just get by the skin of

August the 30th. Finished Stephens'

their teeth like I done. No matter how

War between the States. . . . Perfect

strong, 'n' brave, 'n' enterprisin', 'n'

autumn weather. I am obsessed just now

volunterin' they are, they get killed, 'n'

by soldiers in grey. 1 can see them all

killed. Killed off jest the same's the

along the mountain road. Artillery and

bees sting the best fruit." (CF 404)]37

infantry and in the corners of the worn
fences single figures wounded and fallen.

August the 27th. Received today from

Supper at the cottage, then read Kant

H. M. and Co. three advance copies of

until bedtime. . . . and in the fields and

Lewis Rand, one for myself beautifully

fence corners lay dead and wounded

bound in full leather, two regular cloth

men, while in the farmhouses of the

editions. On the whole I am pleased with

region, women drew the blinds,

the latter--though I do not like the

gathered the children about them and

illustrations, or at least the last two. I

sat trembling. (TLR 273)

am reading the book through and seeing
where I might have made it better—and

September the 5th. Wrote a very little

that's a full and melancholy operation.

upon the first chapter of the war story. . .

Pouring rain. [Johnston's insistence on

[In her diary, Johnston notes the

perfectionism explains how slowly she

beginning of the project, one which

worked. From diary notations, a good

would last for four long years, just like

writing day usually yielded two to four

the war. And as the war was fought

pages. 1

across a wide section of the country, the
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novels were literally written around the

beautiful Autumn day. . . . We have

world. For Johnston can be viewed as

driven and driven and driven—nearly

one of the first women writers to take a

every afternoon, in short---here and there

working vacation.]

and to and fro, over and between these
loved green hills and shaggy mountains.

September the 7th. I have been thinking

... I have always loved the Warm-

lately of the past ten years and wondering

quaint, old time, and sweet, atmospheric

if the next ten are to be better. I think

in the face of the age, still tasting of

they will be. The last ten were rather

"before the war." ... I love it--miss it

ghastly. Let us see--let us see if the

when I am away, and visualize it in the

country does not improve. ... I struggled

dead of night.

this morning with the first chapter of the
war story. My idea is to state the case for

September the 20th. Everywhere a

the South--at once and definitely, and

myriad of pink, white and purple morning

then through all the remaining chapters

glories, the roadsides yellow with

to leave alone all bitterness, all

stickweed, and great mounds of

recrimination, all abstract rights and

butterflies fluttering over all. . . . the

wrongs.

sunset light upon hill and height a thing
of magic. ... [In total contrast is the

September the 8th. . . .Finished The

realism of this description]: The dead

Diary from Dixie. It is heartbreaking--all

lay huddled, while over them flitted the

but the fact that we were brave. A

butterflies. (TLR 349)
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September the 24th. Began all over

mirror this narrowing of view, as various

again the next story—in Botetourt this

characters are introduced.]

time instead of Richmond. About thirty
volumes Southern Historical Society

September the 28th. A page of the

papers to go over, then the hundred and

tentative first chapter The War.

odd Congressional Reports series.
Weary work. [In the Johnston papers, an

October the 1st. . . . 1 am going to go

inscription on a photograph of a

over Father's war letters. [Johnston's

monument indicates that the Botetourt

father told her that conditions were so

Resolutions mentioned in the first

bad in Vicksburg during the siege that the

chapter of The Long Roll were drawn in

men ate mule meat. Johnston

Fincastle, Virginia, the home of

incorporates this fact]: The mules in the

Johnston's father. Opening with the

place were slaughtered, but the meat

reading of "The Botetourt Resolutions,"

gained in this way fed but a few. After

actual resolutions drafted by Judge Allen

mid-June the cats disappeared from

of Fincastle, Virginia,38 Johnston jumps

the streets. (CF 157)

into the melee of the various responses of
Virginians to the coming war. From her

October the 11th. Long's Life of Lee

omniscient viewpoint, she works as if she

and the eighth volume Southern

were filming. She pans the large scene

Historical Society papers ... I read Kant

and then zooms in on the smaller. Her

very slowly—five or six pages a day. It is

second chapter "The Hilltop" serves to
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one of the books the most worthwhile in

the calm before the storm, the pastoral

my life.

aspect of the story. These locales and the
three different families, encapsulated by

October the 16th. A page or two of the

Johnston, become barometers to measure

war. Enter Allan Gold and Richard

the effect of the war and to show the

Gary, fourth son of Fairfax Gary and

change wrought by the war. Countering

Unity Dandridge*9 [Throughout both

this introduction of the three major

books, Johnston comments on Gold's

families and their homes is a trio of

hair, using these descriptions as an

battlefront scenes. This use of paired

epithet]: The scout lay, drowsily happy,

opposites exists in her balancing of the

the sunshine making spun gold of his

segments. We have home front; we have

hair and beard, his carbine resting

battle; we have pastoral; we have

near.

devastation. Throughout the novel this

(TLR 250) [Gold is likened to a

Norseman or a Viking also.]

Johnston skillfully orchestrates this
contra position of scenes—one scene

October the 25th. . . . the first chapter

opposes or compliments the other. We

nearly finished. [Having introduced the

have home; we have prison. We have

political climate of the story in the first

mountain; we have city. We have

two chapters, Johnston, in the following

railroads used for battle; we have hot air

trio of chapters "Three Oaks,"

balloons used for observation. The

"Greenwood," and "Thunder Run,"

segmental structuring of the story—by this

provides the domestic setting of the war—

I mean the pairing of chapters, the pairing
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of people, and the pairing of story lines is

revealing quotation suggests that

a carefully detailed plan. By her use of

journeying on the sea may not have been

paired opposites, Mary Johnston

that easy for the author]: It was not

repeatedly suggests the division of the

pleasant—neither was sea-sickness—but

American Civil War throughout the

the voyage could be made. (CF 247)

composition. The recurrent theme of
opposites, of conflict, of division plays

April the 20th. / have put away

again and again. War and its effect

indefinitely The Arabian Lovers. [This

imbeds itself in the reader's memory by

work, followed Lewis Rand, and possibly

this antithetical use of opposites.40]

was inspired by Johnston's fascination
with Egypt and the Near East.

1909

References to the desert enrich both
novels]: In the leaping and hovering

January the 7th. At ten to the

light the negroes looked gigantic. Coal

Carmania. No trouble. Comfortable

black, bending, lifting, rushing

staterooms and arrangements in general.

forward, set about with the night and

A deal of steamer mail, letters and

the snarl of the tiger, they had the

telegrams. Off by noon. Cold morning,

seeming of genii from an Eastern tale.

not very smooth sea. [For over six

(CF 11) [Writing from Egypt, she

months, Johnston and family members

requested her family to send her Civil

traveled the Continent; however, writing

War materials to England.]

occupied a portion of each day. A
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April the 30th.

We leave for Venice in

May the 25th. My plan now is not one

the morning. I have put by all attempts at

war volume, but three—a trilogy. It is

verse and novelette, and am setting to

impossible to put everything in one book.

work as best I may with books upon The

. . . The first would close with

War. I hope to do this book in a year and

Chancellorsville—and Stonewall Jackson,

a half. A good deal of desultory reading-

the dominant historic figure. The second

-George Sand, a little Shelley.

would be the struggle further south—
Chickamauga, Vicksburg, Dalton to

May the 8th.... A little work upon The

Atlanta, etc. and Cousin Joe Johnston,

War but I can do really nothing without

the leader. The third back to Virginia,

my books. I have written to John to send

the Wilderness, Petersburg, etc.

me half a dozen. . . .

Appomattox, Lee the dominant. Four
years work, perhaps, and I don't enter on

May the 9th. I worked a little and

it with a light heart. [Various entries in

finished the 1st volume of Henderson's

the diaries reveal, just as many other

Jackson. [In addition to noting her

authors have voiced, writing is never an

writing progress, Johnston as ususal notes

easy task and the pressure to succeed

something about the locale where she

weighs heavily. This particular task

writes]: . . . and there our balcony with

weighed heavily on Johnston from the

the climbing roses, and the lizards that

beginning; her various laments surface in

play in and out. [These same lizards will

her diaries.]

play in and out of the fence post in TLR].
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May the 26th.. . . My book-it has come

quoted earlier, she is euphoric about the

time to make the work a trilogy. I cannot

heath and how it affects her. The next

get the war in one volume. How I will

entry highlights her pleasure with this

manage I do not know. [When Johnston

particular chapter.]

arrived in England, books and boxes

teaching the school on Thunder Run,

awaited her. She plunged once again into

lodged at the tollgate halfway down the

reading actual battle reports, newspaper

mountain. His parents were dead, his

accounts, diaries and novels about the

brothers moved away

war. The amount of background reading

with conscientiousness thirty tow-

Johnston pushed herself to do gave her a

headed youngsters, read what books he

wealth of information. Yet, at the same

could get, and worked in the tollgate

time she continued to reread favorite

keeper's small, bright garden. He had

classics and anything which interested

a passion for flowers. (TLR 45)

Allan Gold,

he taught

her. The infusion of the influences she
felt and those she was exposed to as she

July the 30th. In the Hobby Drive.

traveled added to the richness and scope

Oh, the wood, the woods! Once I must

of her work.]

have been a tree frog or a partridge.
Thunder Run's a good chapter, if I do say

July the 28th, in England. . . . Began

it--who am writing it. . . . Allan was

the sixth chapter—Thunder Run. Read

going away, and she was making

Darwin, Euripides. . . . [This chapter is

gingerbread because he liked it. The

one of Johnston's most successful. As

spicy, warm fragrance permeated the
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air, homely and pleasant as the curl of

August the 13th. Work--books--an

blue smoke above the chimney, the

afternoon drive. . . . There isn't any

little sunny porch, the buzzing of the

mental rest in trying to write a big

bees in the lilacs. (TLR 51-2)

historical novel and failing. [Many
references show Johnston's knowledge of

August the 2nd. . . . All the heath in

and admiration for Sir Walter Scott]: . . .

bloom. I sat in the midst of it---and the

to read "Ivanhoe" and resolve to fight

bees full in the sun and the sea wind for

like Brian de Bois Gilbert and Richard

half an hour and was happy. Tom sat in

Coeur de Lion in one.... (TLR 62)

the sun on the porch, and the big

[Her paired opposites, Richard Cleave

yellow cat slept beside him, and the

and Maury Stafford echo this other

china asters bloomed in the tiny yard.

famous pair of soldiers.]

(TLR 581)
August the 16th. Work-work--work!
August the 10th. Copied 6th chapter.

And the chapter's not to my liking. Well a

Began 7th. Looked over many volumes

day! What's to be done? Nothing!

Southern Historical papers. Tonight

[Johnston appears to have been

Elizabeth read aloud Medea.

painstaking in her writing. She carefully
chooses each word, each image. Her

August the 12th. 7th chapter-nothing

style varies. At her most terse, she

like so satisfied with it as with Thunder

mimics a war correspondent; on the other

Run. Much reading and very tired eyes.

hand, her exquisite rendering of copy can
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achieve the beauty of poetry. Again, the

September the 16th. A quiet morning's

mixture of the two styles reinforces the

work. Seventh chapter. . . .

division of the war. Her use of words
mirrors 19th century style and then goes

September the 17th, Richmond.

beyond to foreshadow the terseness of

Worked through the morning. First

Hemingway, to presage the exploratory

Manassas. Four pages. Read war

fashion of Faulkner, and to precede the

material, reports, etc.

richness of Welty.]
September the 20th. Still Manassas.
August the 18th. Work. General

[Johnston's work on this battle results in

Alexander's book, Henderson's Jackson.

Chapter VII, "The Christening" TLR.l

. . . It's a weary thing I've undertaken,
and I'll be wearier yet before I'm done.

September the 21st. Still 1st Manassas-hard fought field! War books, etc.ix

August the 27th. Mainly work.
September the 22nd. Manassas ad
August the 31st. . . . to the Carmania

infinitum.

about 3 ... .
September the 23rd. Same old fight.
September the 7th. Landed from the
Carmania about 7p.m.

All morning.
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September the 29th. Still-still-still-

the curious pairing of classical and

First Manassas!. . . war papers again.

biographical works—Reminiscences of a
Mosbv Guerilla and The Iliad.]

October the 1st. Almost finished the
eighth chapter. Glory be! A deal of war

October the 10th. Four pages 9th

reading for Winchester--Romney. . . .

chapter. A deal of reading on Jackson in
the valley. . . .

October the 2nd. This morning I began
the ninth chapter without having finished

October the 11th. Flying machines!

the eighth.

Flying machines! Oh, I should like to fly.

October the 5th. . . . and this afternoon

October the 16th. Drove to Fincastle.

in wild revolt—The Hound of the

Bright windy day. Pictures along the

Baskervilles.

road. Lauderdale in its lovely old
mountain setting. The hills all colored,

October the 7th. A really good day's

the corn stacked, the apples red in the

work. . . .

trees. [Again, Johnston uses this
description as a thread between the two

October the 8th.. . . Trying names for

novels. The soldiers comment on the

the book. What do you think of When

corn and apples in TLR. and then CF

Greek Meets Greek. [At this point,

concludes with the image. "Dreamed a

Johnston was reading at the same time

while back—sleeping on my feet.
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Dreamed the tree were all filled with

November the 12th. Still I Ith chapter.

red cherries, and the corn was up, and

Not so bad.

we had a heap of roasting ears ..."
(CF 456)

November the 17th. Three pages
Frederick City to Williamsport. Rather

October the 17th. . . . / rested and read

good. . . . The light increased. Gold

Emma. . . .

clouds barred the east, the cocks crew,
and crows came cawing from the

October the 21st. Staunton. Wandered

woods to the vast, brown cornfields.

around the old place. The leaves thick

The road now ran at no great distance

under foot. ... It is strange to think how

from the canal and the river. First

ill I was here four years ago.

came the canal, mirroring between
trodden banks the red east, then the

November the 3rd. . . . / wrote five

towpath, a cornfield, a fringe of

pages today—10th chapter.

sycamore, oak, and willow, then the
Potomac veiled with mist. They were

November the 7th. . . . Still revising

drawing near to Williamsport. (TLR

ninth chapter. Tired of it all.

129) [Diary entry April 9, 1908]

November the 9th. . . . Revising 10th
chapter. I'm not working with any grip.

November the 18th. Daniel Trigg of
Ahingdon died this morning. The
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children. Cousin Bess, etc. to Abingdon

choose from, the massive amount of

with the body.42

fighting, the advancing and retreating that
the armies did in Virginia, requires the

November the 20th. It's hard getting

skill of a master mixer—a writer who is

through this 11th chapter. It won't

not overcome by the enormous weight of

march. [Reading] Lotze, Plutarch, the

material to adapt. She parallels a film

Old Testament prophets. . . . [Johnston

editor, who must choose what to include

uses not only classical allusions but also

and what to delete.41]

Biblical ones]: Issac, son of Abraham,
or Esau and Jacob, sons of Isaac,

November the 23rd. 2 passages 12th

marching with banners against

chapter. Corrected and proofed IX, X, XI

Canaan or Moab, may have heard

chapters for Boston.

some such acclaim from the servants
left behind. (TLR 57)

November the 24th. Two pages Chapter
XII. Flowers to Mrs. Stonewall Jackson

November the 21st. This is my birthday.

who is in town. . . . [As noted, Mrs.

I am thirty-nine years old. Alack and

Jackson would react angrily to Johnston's

alas! Finished the 11th chapter. Various

portrayal of her husband in TLR.]

reading for the 12th. Then for my
pleasure Lotze.

[Johnston had to give

November the 27th. Two pages. . . .

careful thought to which battles to

My eyes are out with reading. From one

include. With so many engagements to

to the other often books perhaps. I was
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never hungrier for reading than I am this
year. Life's too short for all there is to

December the 19th. 2 pages 14th

know.

chapter. (On to Moscow.) Note to Mr.
Greenslet. . . He said to himself that

December the 2nd. Begun the 13th

they were ghosts from fifty years back,

chapter. To he bright. 2nd volume of

ghost of the Grand Army in the grasp

Plutarch.

of General January. (TLR 143)

December the 8th. One page

December the 21st. Two pages—awful

13th chapter. [In this chapter "Fool Tom

weather for the soldiers. . . . The air was

Jackson," Johnston, in her reportial style,

now filled with the great white flakes;

adds to her developing portrait of Jackson

the men ahead, in their caped

as he forces the men through an intense

overcoats, with their hats drawn low,

march. She records how the soldiers

plodding on tired horses between the

complain and what they say about their

hills, all seen vaguely through the snow

leader. Later, her realistic portrayal of

veil, had a sudden wintry, desolate,

Jackson would be criticized by many

and far-away seeming. (TLR 143).

stalwart veterans.]
December the 24th. Revising 12 and 13
December the 11th. Two pages 13th
chapt. The 13th chapter of Lewis Rand
took ages to finish--so will this. . . .

chapters—running them into one. . . .
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December the 28th. Two pages. The

February the 8th.. . . If this time last

Bath and Romney Trip. Read Bernard

year one had told me what I should he

Shaw's The Philanderer.

doing this time this year I should have
said "You are mad." [Johnston's
enjoyment of her new cause—her suffrage
work placed many demands upon her

1910

time and energy.]
February the 11th. Went back this

January the 1st. Closing pages 13th

morning to The War. 14th chapt. Sent

chapter "The Bath and Romney Trip."

off the Atlantic piece. Various letters,
telephoning, etc.

January the 11th. Four pages The War.
Rough work. Havelock Ellis Man and

February the 16th. Fair amount of

Woman.

work.

Wrote to Mr. Greenslet

suggesting The Lons Roll for a title.

44

January the 23rd. Reread the Gold
Bug.

February the 17th. Two pages 15th and
liked what I did. . . . Miss Leahy for my

January the 24th. Read Poe, Spencer,

voice. Read war things. Hard to get the

etc.

time—hard to get the time for all there is
to do. [Johnston diligently practiced
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voice in order to deliver speeches on

Sedgewick. Talked to Frances. Miss-

women's suffrage.]

Leahy for my voice. This afternoon to ?
joint meeting with a college association,

February the 18th. The Lone Roll most

Dr. Runyon speaking on medical

of the morning. . . . in the afternoon to the

inspection in public schools.

Glasgows. Ellen just home from New
York. Suffrage talk--the night misty. . . .

March the 5th. Copying 15th chapter.
Miss Leahy for my voice. In the

February the 22nd. Richmond Virginia,

afternoon League meeting. I am to be a

certainly. But if anyone had told me what

delegate to the convention in Washington.

I should he doing this year I would have

. . . Wrote to Mr. Greenslet. Read Shelley.

laughed! [The shy Johnston probably

Bright spring morning.

refers to her new involvement in suffrage
work—her willingness to speak and to

March the 7th. Copied 15th chapter.

attend meetings.]

. . .Daffodils in bloom below the window.

February the 24th. Still upon Chapter

March the 8th. Finished 15th chapter.

15. Letter from Mr. Greenslet. Read

Read Bernard Shaw's Major Barbara. A

Emerson. . .

little Shelley. Ellen Glasgow this
afternoon—reincarnation—metaphysics

February the 26th. Scattering morning.

generally. Letters from Thomas Nelson

Corrected Atlantic proof. Wrote to Mr.

Page and Elizabeth.
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March the 9th. Corrected proof for

League. [Returning to the Gary

dummy of The Lone Roll.

household, Johnston sets the stage for
Edward Gary to tell his version of the

March the 10th. A rainy day. Began

battle]: Supper over, he went down to

16th chapter-back at Greenwood. . . .

the house quarter to speak to the men

[Johnston's descriptions of this setting

and women there; then, in the parlour,

give relief from the tedium of battle]:

at the piano, he played with his

Miss Lucy Gary, knitting in hand,

masterly touch "The Last Waltz," and

stood beside the hearth and surveyed

then he came to the fire, took his

the large Greenwood parlour. (TLR

grandfather's chair, and described to

170)

the women the battle at sea. (TLR
177-78)45

March the 11th. Snow upon the tree this
morning. Three pages 16th chapter The

March the 15th. No great amount of

Long Roll. . . .

work. Odds and ends of reading. In the
afternoon to the Glasgow's. Cary and

March the 13th. Sunshiny weather.

Ellen. Vivisection, socialism, their trip to

Three pages—Merrimac and Monitor. A

Constantinople—The Iliad, The Odyssey.

deal of war reading.

Character of Hector, Achilles, Ulysses.

March the 14th. Three pages—
Merrimac and Monitor, Miss Leahy for

March the 17th. One page. Monitor

my voice. . . . This afternoon to the

and Merrimac still fighting. [Johnston
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and her nephew viewed a reenactment of

revision. Odds and ends of reading. Not

the ships' battle displayed at the

well. Warm, enervating spring days.

Richmond fair.] "What does it look
like, Edward—the Merrimac?"

March the 26th. Still revising the 16th

"It looks, Judith, like Hamlet's cloud."

chapter. It's not bad, I think. [I am not

(TLR 179)

sure if Johnston means the finished 16th

March the 23rd. Two pages. Monitor

chapter or not. In the final copy this

arriving. Went over part of Henderson's

chapter is "Rude's Hill," TLR. Here I

Stonewall Jackson. . . . "There came,"

believe the chapter she is working on is

said Edward, "there came from behind

the final chapter fourteen, "The Iron

the Minnesota, a cheese-box on a

Clads."]

shingle. It had lain there hidden by
her bulk since midnight.... A cheese-

March the 28th. Finished the 16th

box on a shingle—and now it darted

chapter. Odds and ends. Letter from

into the open as though a boy's arm

Nora. Mr. and Mrs. Greenslet arrived at

had sent it! ... It had come so quietly

two fifty to stay until Wednesday evening.

upon the scene—a deus ex machina,

Pleasant to see them again.

indeed, dropped from the clouds
between us and our prey." (TLR 188)

March the 30th. With the Greenslets
and Martha Valentine. First to the

March the 25th. Coralie here copying

tobacco factory to hear the negroes sing.

the 16th chapter today. A good deal of

[As noted earlier, Johnston's descriptions
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of Negroes' singing appear in several

beautiful spring--all the wisteria in

passages of TLR.l In the afternoon a talk

bloom.

with Mr. Greenslet about the new book.
April the 9th. Corrected several
April the 2nd. Began reading for

chapters, changing names, etc. . . .

Kernstown, also revising early chapters.

April the 10th. Began 17th chapter.

Richard Westrey changed to Richard

Kernstown. A deal of war reading,

Cleave. [Again, the narrative interprets

reports, etc. etc. . . .

and offers an explanation for the name
change]:

.. if I could make all men

April the 12th. Rain today. Four pages.

say 'His life was whole—one life, not

Kernstown. Books. Letters from Mr.

two. He had no twin, a disobedient

Greenslet about illustrations. . . .

soldier, a liar, and betrayer, as it was
said he had.1" (TLR 636)

April the 22nd. Four pages.
[Johnston had just returned from her

April the 4th. Back to the third chapter.

suffrage trip to Washington.] Various

Changing text and names--West re y to

people over the telephone. Letters to

Cleave--Dorothea to Judith.

answer, things to see about. . . . War talk.

April the 7th. Revising chapter.

This

book is endless-no it isn't. . . . The most

April the 26th. The University. Two
students took us nicely about the grounds.
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Poe's room, etc. Met Dr. Alderman in

May the 1st. Four pages 18th chapter.

the Library. Our meeting at 10:30.

A deal of war reading. Elizabeth read

About thirty women, a few men. Dr.

Voyage of the Beagle. . . .

Shaw spoke, then Lila, then I. Promise of
a League.

May the 3rd. Three pages 18th chapter.

April the 28th. Finished 17th chapter—

May the 7th. Three pages 18—short

Kernstown. Too long.

chapter and rather good, I think. I wish
they were all short-all good--and all

April the 30th. Not much work today.

done.

Extremely warm, langerous weather. The
season are certainly changing.

Eloise

May the 8th. Finished the 18th chapter-

brought in syringa, coral honeysuckle,

-praise be! Nestermarch. Not very well

and caliacanthus. . . . [This same effect

and idle. . . .

of Spring surfaces in the next chapter
"Rude's Hill."]: There was much rain,

May the 9th. Wrote letters, looked over

but, day by day, through the silver veil

mss, straightened papers, etc, etc. I go

or the shattered golden light, lovelier

tomorrow night to the Warm--Coralie

and more lovely grew the spring. The

with me. Eloise and Elizabeth to follow in

army liked to see her coming. In its

a few weeks. It is early but I must get

heart it felt a springtime, too; a gush of

where I can absolutely settle down to

hope and ardour. (TLR 208)

work for I am much behind-hand with the
book.
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Stor\ oflvi. The comet is very
May the 12th. Four pages on the 19th

disappointing, only a blur and no tail.

chapter. I am trying to get up to five
pages each day. If 1 don 7 I'll not get

May the 25th. / am going to be tired

through in time.

enough of this war story before it is
finished. I think that I am tired of this

May the 13th. Four pages. 19th, Cleave

writing anyhow. I want to live and to

and Judith. . . . [This chapter later

fight here and now. Oh, weariness!

became Chapter XVII, "Cleave and
Judith."]: They went slowly by the

May the 26th. What I really need is not

quiet road beneath the flowering trees.

to write another novel—not anything long

The light was now only on the hilltops;

for five years—study—write an article now

the birds were silent; only the frogs in

and then—think and live here and now.

the lush meadows kept up their

It's this horrible need of money earning.

quiring, a sound quaintly mournful,

It would be much better for me to never

weirdly charming. (TLR 220) A lovely

have to think of income.

bath and swim at noon. Talked with the
Hales and Mr. Gibson, chiefly

May the 28th. Usual work. A lovely

advantages of cremation! Chilly day.

day. This afternoon Mr. Beale and Mr.

May the 21st. . . . Had an idea, middle

Paxton. Long talk with former. He was

of last night. One day I might write The

with Ewell and Jackson in the valley.
Told me what I had not known—that it
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was Uncle Hutton who had captured Sir

Run]: It was pleasant in the woods,

Percy Wynham. [Johnston has her

where the birds flitted to and fro, and

character Marchmont surrender to Ashby

the pink honeysuckle grew around,

in TLR. Chapter XXV.]

and from a safe distance a chipmunk
daintily watched the intruders. The

June the 1st. Back to work this morning.

scout lay, drowsily happy, the sunshine

Chapt. XVI. Allan Gold at the beginning.

making spun gold of his hair and

"You're just as good as gold," said

beard, his carbide resting near. (TLR

Allan.

250)

"But I want to be out where I

War reading--other odds and ends.

can hear the news I'm a scout, you

Letters. Elizabeth and I read aloud a

see" (TLR 246). Letters, books. Rainy

good deal. Just now our old beloved

weather. Chilly too, and we have a large

Golden Treasury. A prolonged rainy

wood fire.

spell.

June the 2nd. Chapt XXI goes very well,

June the 6th. Up early, coffee and work

I think. [Johnston entitled this chapter

as usual... a lovely afternoon. Light

"The Flowering Wood"; it serves as a

and shadow on hills and fields. Up and

pastoral interlude before the battle at

up went the army, through luxuriant

Front Royal. So much of the chapter

forests where the laurel was in bloom,

brings to mind the essence of the Warm

by the cool dash of mountain waters,

and centers on Allan Gold and Billy

past one-time haunts of stag and doe,

Mayhew as they reminisce about Thunder

through fern, over pine needles, under
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azure sky,-then down it sank, long
winding after winding, moss and fern

June the 8th. Finished XXI chapter-

and richest forest, here velvet shadow,

think it very good. Began Engel's

there highest light, down and down to

Socialism and Scientific. Bath as usual, I

the lovely Luray Valley, to the crossing

am doing better with my swimming.

of the Shenandoah, to green meadows

June the 9th. Began XXII chapter-

and the bugles ringing "Halt"! (TLR

Front Royal.

259) Reading Macbeth with Elizabeth.
June the 11th. . . .It has rained and
June the 7th. Work. Work. Work.

rained. I am on a hard chapter—Front

Letters. . . Elizabeth and I are going to

Royal. Sometimes I am in spirits about

read aloud Shakespeare and Plutarch

this book, sometime not.

this summer. She is a real pleasure,
comfort and company to me and I hope 1

June the 13th. / get up at seven when

do not hurt her. [Mary's puzzling

Rosa builds the fire. Then I make my

comment may center on the fact that

coffee and drink it. Then I do a little

Elizabeth followed her sister's lead and

work. Then I dress and get breakfast. An

tried writing for a career. To Elizabeth's

hour perhaps in the Piazza, then down to

credit, she organized the Johnston papers

the cottage—kimona and work. [While

It was she who corresponded with

shopping in New York, Johnston records

Edward Wagenknecht, soliciting him to

purchasing kimonas, which seem to have

write a biography on Mary.]

been her signature working apparel.]
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Bath at twelve. Then Elizabeth and I

and horrible if I can do it. [This chapter

usually read aloud. Then the mail. My

became Chapter XXI, "Steven Dagg."

dinner down here, some work, more

Dagg's name is a play on dog. He's a

reading and the afternoon is gone.

I

yellow dog; even the cat gets out of his

dress and go to the hotel. Talk, music,

way. Johnston, in casting him as a dog

back to bed.

has him cower in almost every scene,
hiding under something. He, also,

June the 18th. Corrected and sent to

functions as an unreliable narrator.

Mr. Greenslet Chapter XXI and XXII.

Consistently, he thinks he's a hero, and

Wrote to him that I don't think I can

everyone else is wrong.46]

finish the Long Roll in November and
will have to go over until after New Year.

June the 22nd. Three pages, XXIII

Read Plutarch aloud with Elizabeth.

chapter-Steven Dagg.

Music tonight.
June the 24th. A good day's work-June the 20th. Began XXIII chapter-

chapter XXIII--5 pages. . . .

something picaresque, [Elizabeth
Johnston types the word as picturesque.

June the 28th. I am not well or I am

Since Johnston portrays the swaggering

lazy or something or other. No capacity

Steve Dagg foisting his affections on an

for work. Just pottering. Bath as usual

unprotected housewife, I feel Elizabeth

at twelve. Reading, etc. Elizabeth sends

erred in her change.] sordid, humourous

off today her first attempt at story. It
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makes me think of myself so many years

July the 22nd. Mr. Wyeth arrived this

ago.

morning to compare ideas as to the
illustrations. Big man--looks like a

July the 6th. Today father's birthday—

genius. Pleasant and companionable. . .

rain. Not well. Began XXIV chapt-still

[Andrew Wyeth would illustrate both of

the road to Winchester41

the Civil War books. Several letters
between him and Johnston are in the

July the 10th. Two pages. Not in mood

collection. She was most concerned with

for work, or rather for this work.

the accuracy of his illustrations; she later

Various visitors, various books, a swim, a

requested the portrait of Jackson for

letter.

herself. This same painting of Jackson
now hangs at VMI. Interestingly, Wyeth

July the 11th. Two pages. These two

illustrates one of his letters with a sketch

chapters have dawdled dreadful1y--or I

of a soldier kneeling and firing.]

have dawdled. . . . Read war things
again.

July the 25th. Began work after two or
three days of Mr. Wyeth's visit. 25th

July the 12th. Elizabeth's birthday-

chapter.

twenty-three. She finished her short
story today and I think it is good. Not

August the 2nd. A fair working day.

well and no work. . . .

Latter part of the 25th. A deal of
reading. ... war stuff.
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August the 4th. / have to give langour

becomings of the time. It is a psychic

the rein, and leave writing or the ability

year.

to write come and go at its own sweet
will. Little work, more reading.

August the 12th. Little work. Gadding

Elizabeth and I are going over Cross's

all morning.

Life of George Eliot. Beautiful weather.
August the 16th. Reading Tolstoi's War
August the 5th. I am doing a deal of

and Peace. [I feel great similarities exist

suffrage propaganda. There is here little

between Johnston's war book and

opposition, a great deal of curiosity, a

Tolstoy's; she mingles his soldiers with

vague unrest, a few already over, others

hers, as she reveals the thoughts of a

trembling on the verge. At any rate and

dying soldier as he rambles about the

at last woman is in the pulpit--another

Russian conflict.]: For a time he

doctrine than the old.

thought that the field below was the
field of Waterloo. He remembered

August the 6th. It is strange--the

seeing, while it was yet light, a

general unrest on all lines that you note

farmhouse, a distant cluster of

even in a place like this. Church,

buildings with a frightened air. ..."

medicine, philosophy, physics, letters,

—These Belgians planted a lot of wheat,

politics, society.

and now there are red poppies all

Men and women all

feel the imminent change--the rapid

through it. —Where is Ney and his
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cavalry?—No, Stuart and his cavalry--"

August the 24th. Began 28th chapter.

(CF 174).48

The bridge at Port Republic. . .

War and

Peace. Dull moist weather.
August the 18th. Finished 26th chapter.

August the 25. This morning Admiral

. . . Read War and Peace.

Perry and Admiral Casey and Mr.
McGuire at the cottage, and I read them

August the 20th. Walked to the village

my chapter on the Merrimac and the

with Mrs. Fitzhugh. Perfect weather.

Monitor. My seamanship passed muster.

Back to the cottage--a page and a half,

The two Admirals very nice, an animated

beginning 27th chapter. . . . Reading War

discussion as to whether if a ship was

and Peace.

rammed under the fire rigging in the
starboard side, she could list to port,

August the 22nd. Also a good day's

decided that she could. [I find it very

work. If I could always do like today and

interesting that these gentlemen

yesterday, hut I can't.

considered her work good while the cadre
of men who wrote about battle following

August the 23rd. A suffrage talk to all

World Wars I and II seem to have

the Tutwilers this morning. . . . Finished

overlooked her and her strongly realistic

27th chapter. Ashby's dead. Reading the

warfare renderings.]

Long Roll aloud to Elizabeth for revision
and criticism. . . . Damp weather.

August the 26th. The 28th chapter not
going with the rush that the 27th did.
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Languid. Tired of fighting. Rather do

Three Manassas chapters. They thought

suffrage work. I am doing a deal of it

them all right. . . .

this summer. Not a little here. Autumn's
coming I am glad and sorry.

September the 1st, at the Warm. . . .
with the windows open, one seems to

August the 27th. A good deal upon the

sleep out of doors with the crickets and

28th chapter—the bridge at Port

the nesting birds and the chipmunks. The

Republic. Letters from Mrs. Blackwell. 1

moon just above the willows and the stars

am now one of the contributing editors of

large and bright. General Lee used to

the Women's Journal. It may or not be a

stay in this cottage-a thought I always

good opportunity for service. The

like. [In a moment Lee entered....

future's got a lot strangeness in it.

Now they [Jackson and he] looked each
other in the eyes. Both were tall men,

August the 30th. A little work—not

though Lee was the tallest; both in

much. Various people leaving, down to

grey, both thin from the fatigue of the

say good-bye. . . . Cary very unwell.

field. Here the resemblance ended.

Suffrage talk. Through first volume of

(TLR.404) [Johnston does not disguise

War and Peace. . . . Rain this morning,

her adoration of Lee; her portrayal of him

clear now.

contrasts greatly with hers of Jackson.J
The trouble is I want to study and to live,

August the 31st. / read this morning to

not to write—at least I want to write only

Mr. Dobie and Mr. McGuire the First

when the spirt moves me. It is bad for me
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to have to write for money. A page or
two every day would be what I should

1911

like -then study, study, .study--and to sit

January the 1st. The New Year.

on an autumn hillside and think out

Worked hard revising Kernstown

things. / have never been able to love to

chapter, the Long Roll. Wrote letters.

write, and I think that that is a pity. This-

Read Spinoza. Began Matthew Arnold's

The Long Roll-is a difficult one. I will

essays . . . . A quiet uneventful New

finish it some day-and the next and the

Year's Day.

next. [I have included a part of this entry
under the Memory section, September 8,

January the 2nd. Revised McDowell-

1908.J

Front Royal chapter, The Long Roll.
Wrote dedication and foreword.

November the 9th. Finished the 35th
chapter. . . .

To the Memory of
JOHN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Major of Artillery, C.S.A.

November the 10th. Four pages 36th

AND OF

chapter. Read Dewey, Tolstoi, had my

JOSEPH EGGLESTON JOHNSTON

voice culture lesson. . . . Evening wrote

GENERAL, C.S.A.

and read Shakespeare with Elizabeth.
[From November 13, Johnston made no

January the 3rd. A long rainy day.

entries for the rest of 1910. Possibly, her

Revised three chapters The Lons Roll.

suffrage work engaged her.]

Front Royal—Winchester. Practiced
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voice. . . .Cheque from H. M. and Co.

January the 11th. Revised 28th chapter-

$374.00.

-opening of seven days. Letter from

January the 4th. Revised 25th chapter.

Charlotte Perkins Gilman.

Long letter to Mr. Greenslet. . . . Letter
from Mr. Greenslet. 1st advertising

January the 12th. Writing 38th

matter for The Lone Roll. . . .

Chapter—Cedar Run. [Here chapter

January the 8th. A great work day.

numbers correctly correspond for the rest

Revised Chapter 26th. Wrote to poor

of the book.l . . . Still reading Spinoza.

Aunt Fanny--Eva's shocking death. Read

Cold better.

Spinoza. Talked with Eloise and
Elizabeth about our summer trip to

January the 14th. Anxious about

Holland. . . .

Elizabeth's health. Dr. Call says she
must have rest and change.

Eloise will

January the 10th. Wretched cold.

take her to Bermuda as soon as she can

Revised 27th chapter Long Roll-Wrote to

make arrangements. Poor dear baby! A

Mr. Greenslet--chapter titles, maps, etc.

day of odds and ends. Consultation and

Wrote a sketch of Father for the

plans.

Confederate Veteran. . . . Elizabeth read
aloud the Return of the Native.

January the 15th. Reading for Second
Manassas. Wrote to Mr. Greenslet.
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January the 16th. A little work, not
much. ... In the afternoon to the

January the 21st. Three pages 2nd

Woman's Club. Virginia Day and I the

Manassas. Read war things.

guest oj honor. I had been asked to read
and did so -the special service episode in

January the 22th. A rainy Sunday.

the Long Roll.

Four pages 2nd Manassas--railroad
con't. Straightened my desk, went over

January the 17th. Began Second

ms. etc. Lucy Coleman this afternoon.

Manassas chapter. . .

Suffrage. S.P.C.A., the negro. The house
seems very quiet. . .

January the 18th. Rather scattering
work. Various interruptions. The girls

January the 23rd. Finished Second

packing. . . .

Manassas. Corrected proof--Greenwood
Chapter. Went over ms

January the 19th. Two pages work.
Eloise and Elizabeth left for New York

January 24th. Two pages Chantilly

and Bermuda at twelve. Corrected galley

chapter "What's the house they've

proof beginning the Long Roll. . . .

burned over there?"
"Chantilly, sir." (TLR 572). Talked to

January the 20th. Three pages Second

Eloise and Elizabeth in New York over

Manassas—Pelham—Phillip Deaderick.

the long distance.

. . . Corrected proof.
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January the 25th. Two pages 40th--

read aloud to us "The Yellow

Marchmont and Stafford. . . Long

Wallpaper."

suffrage talk—eugenics—venereal disease-the medical unit—what not. Letters from

January the 31st. Mrs. Gilman left this

Eloise and Elizabeth.

morning. I am glad to know her. A day
of odds and ends--getting ms off,

January the 28th. A scattering day.

answering letters. . . Letters from the

Two pages 41st chapter. 2 galley proof.

children in Bermuda.

A deal of telephoning.

February the 1st. Two pages, proof,

Letters from Mr.

Wyeth, Mrs. Tyler, various unknowns. . . .

letters. . . Read a little Spinoza. Too busy

Mrs. Oilman tonight.

nowadays for reading, alack and alas!

January the 29th. A quiet morning talk

February the 2nd. One page Thunder

with Mrs. Gilman. We think alike on very

Run. Corrected proof. . . .

many things. In the afternoon a few
people for a cup of tea.

February the 3rd. Mother's birthday.
Two pages Thunder Run. Revised last

January the 30th. With Mrs. Gilman to

three chapters. Corrected proof. Wrote

the Capital. ... At four to the Woman's

various letters. Wrote a correction of one

Club, where she spoke on "Our Brains

of the New Leader's absurdities.. . .

and What Ails Them." . . . Mrs. Gilman

Today the long hoped for Labour
Endorsement.
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. . . Cary just the same.
February the 5th. Finished 41st

Sat with Ellen in

her room, talked books, Voltaire, etc.

chapter. . . . Went over speech for Baptist
ministers tomorrow. Read a little.

February the 12th. A hard day's work.

Beautiful weather. I have so much to do I

Finished Harper's Ferry Chapter--the

don't know where to begin.

42nd. . . .

February the 7th. Three pages

February the 16th. Two pages, 42.

Sharpsburg. Practiced voice. Letters

Corrected book proof. Studied Baltimore

from Eloise and Elizabeth. They like

speech. . . .Discussed someone going to

Bermuda. . . .

Newport News to convention of AntiSaloon League. Letter from Mrs.

February the 8th. 6 pages 42. Order

Oilman.

191. . . . corrected a deal of proof. Ms.
chapters also. . . . Rainy day.

February the 17th. Trying to clear the
desk here before going to Baltimore. A

February the 9th. Sharpsburg chapter.

good deal of Sharpsburg chapter, proof,

1 am pretty tired. . . .

letters, getting Walter off to Bermuda,
etc. etc. the hours won't hold all that has

February the 11th. Back to Sharpsburg
chapter. Corrected proof. Went over ms.

to go in them. Good weather.
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February the 23rd. Began the 45th

she reveals little about their actual

chapter. By the Opequon. Sent off mss.

problems. However, her treatment of

... I read E. Browning's Cry of the

Miriam and Will Cleave may contain

children. . . .

clues as to her siblings' health problems.]

February the 24th. A page or two-The

Read. Pure sociology tonight and needed

Long Roll. Oh, it is_ long.49 Wrote to H.

it.

M. and Co. about payments.
February the 26th. 6 pages 45th

March the 1st. 5 pages Greenwood

chapter. Wrote to Helen, sending her

chapter. Corrected galley proof.

suffrage literature. ... It's beautiful
when vague notions that you have

March the 3rd. Finished 45th chapter.

yourself get confirmed. Lucy Coleman

Began Fredericksburg. Corrected galley

this afternoon. Kindergarten talk.

proof. Mr. Wyeth's last illustration-Clare and Judith. The form good, the

February the 27th. Finished 44th

latter not the figure in my mind. Can't be

chapter, began 45th again--Greenwood

helped. . . .

again. . . . Complications about Walter
today. Poor child! Long distance

March the 7th. 4 pages Fredericksburg.

telephone, cables, etc. [As the mother

Notes for labor talk tomorrow night. . . A

figure for both Elizabeth and Walter,

beautiful snow today. The crepe myrtle

Johnston occupied herself greatly with

all feathery white.

their problems. In her characteristic way,
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March the 9th. Snow all gone. Finished

afternoon to the League. . . I spoke very

Fredericksburg. Corrected proof. . . .

well, I believe.

Letter from Mr. Greenslet about ending
of volume. Too late to change ....

March the 17th. Three pages
Chancellorsville. Letter from Mr.

March the 12th. Began last chapter

Greenslet. He will be down Sunday from

tons Roll. The Wilderness. . . . Warm

New York. . . .

bright day. Still busy with proof. Read
Poe. [So many of Johnston's

March the 18th. Rather an idle day. I

comparisons have to stem from her

can't settle to work until I know what to

travel!: The Wilderness rolled like a

do about the ending of this book. Read

sea, hiding many things (TLR 671).

odds and ends of things. Rain almost all
day.

March the 13th. Four pages
Chancellor sville. Letter from Mr.

March the 19th. Mr. Greenslet arrived

Greenslet. Trouble about the ending. . . .

early, spending the day. A satisfactory

Rain today. Proof, proof!

discussion—proposed two volumes now in
place of three. . . . [When Johnston

March the 16th. Writing on the last

decided to write only two books,

chapter—but tired and discouraged. Not

departing from her original idea of three,

so dreadfully so, however!... In the

she more strongly suggests the division of
the war. She then was able to contrast
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two battlefields, Virginia and Mississippi.

of 1909. Since them more or less steady

The very titles of the books suggest the

work upon, though in the past year the

beginning and end of the war.]

suffrage fight has interrupted. I hope it

March the 20th. Three pages

will do well. I am pretty tired .... Much

Wilderness. . . . Tonight Mrs. Tyler,

proof yet to do.

Suffrage talk-then the War. Anecdotes
of Stonewall Jackson.

March the 28th. Proof-proof-proof—

March the 23rd. Almost finished the

Letters galore. ... It appears that we are

Long Roll. Jackson's wound. The

pulling down the pillars of orthodoxy. So

Wilderness. A great batch of proof,

mote it be!

galley and page.
March the 29th. Three chapters proof.
March the 24th. A busy day. Sent of

. . . To supper Mrs. Tyler with Miss

ms. proof, etc. etc. In the afternoon to

Allen—an English woman--a publisher.

Williamsburg.. . . 1 spoke well, I believe.

Letters and stories of Ruskin, whose

A cup of tea, then to the President's

works my father published. . . . Ruskin

house. . . .

and his attitude toward women.
Tennyson and his.

March the 26th. Today finished The
Long Roll. Begun at the Warm, autumn

March the 30th. Proof Sharpsburg

of 1908. I laid it aside for nearly six

chapt. Letter from Mr. Greens let, ending

months. Then took it up in Rome spring

all right.
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April the 1st. . . . Finished proof of The

April the 20th.

Lons Roll. Laus Deo!. . .

book. What do you think of Cease Firing

April the 11th. Work and books.

for title? [Close study reveals Johnston's

Straightened drawers. Mr. Pratt with the

accomplishment in weaving the two

dummy of The Lons Roll....

volumes together. Her paralleling of

War notes for next

story line, of battle action and homefront
April the 15th. Writing syndicate

news, to me remains one of her most

article--The Woman Movement in the

remarkable abilities. Nowhere is this

South. Rain, then sunshine. . . .

positing of one side and then the other so
graphically shown as in the second

April the 16th. Finished Bergsten/

chapter of the second volume. The

Creative Evolution. Suggestive book. . . .

contrast of Greenwood before the war in

Read Samuel I and II. Walt Whitman--

TLR and the total annihilation of Cape

other things. Bright sunny day.

Jessamine in CF poignantly serve to show
the destruction of war, both literally and

April the 19th. This morning took ether

symbolically. The contrast of the pair of

and had teeth extracted. I have taken

plantation homes speaks volumes about

ether so often and it is always the same

the war, the destroying of a system, the

mental experience going under. It did

changing of a nation.]

not make me so ill this time, however, In
bed all day. . . .
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April the 22nd. Study conditions for

Trueharts. Suffrage talk--war talk—book

Mississippi, Chickasaw Bayou, Bayou

talk—family talk.

Pierre, etc. . . . In the evening
straightened drawers, filed letters. A

May the 10th. Read for a solid half day

cold April with much rain.

The Long Roll. Mine have not come yet.
It isn't half a bad book. Wrote to H. M.

April the 27th. Odds and ends. First

and Co. . . . Talk of clothes, the summer.

letter of appreciation of The Long Roll.

What not.

[A letter of praise came from Joseph
Ames, the future president of the

May the 15th. H. M. & Co. sent two

University of Chicago, who wrote a

copies The Long Roll. Read it steadily

congratulatory letter to Johnston thanking

through. Some mistakes, some

her for giving those "who never knew the

weaknesses. . . .

war, an impression which we shall never
forget" (Gardner 278).]

May the 27th. The Long Roll out today.
I believe it is selling well. Sent off a

May the 8th. Various things—books,

number of copies. ... [A laudatory

letters, typewriter. In afternoon the

review from the Baltimore Sun cited "a

Calvin Stewarts, evening Mrs. Tyler with

daughter of the Southland has written the

her advanced copy of The Long Roll.

prose epic of the Civil War—written it

Lucy Coleman to supper. Later the

worthily—nay, more, written it splendidly,
written it with the vigor of a man, the
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vision of a poet, the sympathy of a
woman, and the accuracy of a scientist"

June the 10th

(Gardner 271).]

Houghton, Mr. Harden, Mr. Pratt. Talk

May the 28th. . . . Long Roll clippings

of The Lone Roll. Button's for books. A

favorable except one or two--notably The

N. Y. Times reporter interview on

Nation, very severe.

Suffrage in Virginia. . . .

May the 30th. Memorial day. Elizabeth

June the 13th, New Amsterdam. Off

Cocke and I drove out to Hollywood

early this morning. Boat sails at ten.

early with roses and lillies. The place

Comfortable cabin. Straightening out. I

lovely as ever. This afternoon the old

propose to begin the other war book

soldiers, the Blues, Howitzers, etc.

immediately. Tentatively, I shall call it

Clayton Torrence and E. and I watched

Cease Firin 9. I will read for it this ten

them. Very warm.

days. [Once again Johnston was upon the

To H. M. & Co. Mr.

high seas, bound for Europe. I feel much
May the 31st. . . . Autographed books.

of the sea imagery in battles has to have

. . . Various letters. Clippings on the

had its origin in her trips upon the ocean

whole favorable.

and her stays at Cobb Island on the coast
of Virginia. One instance is particularly

June the 9th. Arrived Hotel Seville

gripping]: When he opened his eyes,

breakfast time. ... I have not been to

this portion of the plain was like a sea

New York for two years.

between cross winds. All the broken
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waves were wildly tossing. Here they

chapter—Miss-Dec. 1862. William

recoiled, fled, even across the gully;

James.

here they seethed, inchoate; there,
regathering form and might, they

June the 17th. Bright ocean. Then

readvanced to the echoing hill, with its

below. Two pages. Soldiers marching

three breastworks and its eighty

Louisiana side of the river. . . . [The

cannon. (TLR459)

ocean might be bright, but below the
soldiers faced ungodly rain and mud.

June the 14th. Rather early breakfast.

Describing this march in the book,

Around and around the decks. Bright

Johnston writes]: A detachment of grey

sky, tranquil sea. At ten down to my

infantry and a section of artillery,

stateroom and work. The Miss. River,

coming up on the Louisiana side from

Dec. 1862. ... A walk at sunset. Sky all

the Red River with intent to cross at

golden.

Vidalia and proceed from Natchez to
Vicksburg, found them [the muddy

June the 15th. Up early. Hours on deck.

roads] so. (CF 3)

Bright blue ocean. . . . Vicksburg. Read
James and various war matters. . . .

June the 20th. Two pages. I want to
finish the chapter aboard the boat. A

June the 16th. The Mauretania passed

good deal of reading. William James,

us early this morning.

books on Holland, poetry. I have not

Fog forepart of

day—fog horn going. ... A page of first
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seen much of the passengers. Two or

arms]: The sun came down and glinted

three however.

brightly on sixteen thousand bayonets,
and all the flags glowed and moved like

June the 21st. A day half of work, half

living things. (CF 33)

of shore gazing. Two pages. Edward
Cary. Boat stopped this afternoon at

June the 25th. Up early. A page and a

Plymouth. Beautiful green shores, fine

quarter second chapter. At ten all of us to

light effect. A number of passengers off

ride. Up and down and to and fro in

here for the Coronation.

Amsterdam. . . .

June the 23rd. Amsterdam. The Nisht

June the 30th. Elizabeth and I to the

Watch is worth nearly all of the other

RYKE—for a last look at the Rembrandts.

pictures put together. I was not
disappointed in it at all.

July the 6th. Antwerp. Father's
birthday. This morning to the Cathedral.

June the 24th. The others out this

The Descent from the Cross. The only

afternoon, I not. Finished the first

Rubens I really like. ... A page second

chapter of Cease Firing. Read a good

chapter—Edward at Cape Jessamine. . . .

deal of William James.

A day of fine

light effects, now dark, now bright. [Like

July the 8th. Bruges. ... In the carriage

Tolstoy, Johnston repeatedly notes the

with us a loquacious gentlemanly

effect of sunlight on the troops or their

Flemish timber merchant. Conversed all
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the way to Antwerp. Discovered in him

wheat. Lindens heavy with bloom, men

an intense anti suffragist.

and women in the fields. [Several diary

Very amusing

July the 14th. A long drive this morning

entries comment on the wheat and

up the valley of Niehar. Warm sunshine.

poppies]: To the left rolled great wheat

. . . Notes for the third chapter. A little

fields, the yellow grain standing in

James. After dinner I read the first two

shocks. (TLR 553)

chapters of Cease Firing to the family.
July the 23. Nuremberg. Not feeling
July the 15th. Heidelberg. . . . I felt

well and stayed in all day. ... A little

good for nothing and stayed in our

writing--chiefly revising second chapter.

pleasant room with the big balcony. A
long quiet day. Practically finished

July the 25th. Munich. . . . Revising

second chapter. . . . Exquisite weather.

third chapter.

July the 17th. Rothenberg. The most

July the 29th. Stayed in today and

entirely satisfactory experience

rested. A little unsatisfactory work on

imaginable. German fairy tale town. . . .

third chapter. Spinoza. A little poetry.

Two pages 3rd chapter. Finished James'
Psychology.

August the 2nd. Paris. Early to the
Louvre where we spent the forenoon. Oh,

July the 19th. In the afternoon a long
drive, poppies and cornflowers in the ripe

the pictures! and the few marbles I like.
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August the 4th. The others all to

found her alone in her big studio,

Fontainehleau for the day. Long, quiet

working on a book about the Brontes. A

restful hour all by myself Two pages,

curious, quiet, intense little woman. We

third chapter, revising second. . . .

talked books—methods of work--the
militant movement.

August the 12th. Dinard. ... I am
pretty tired. Tonight the boat across the

September the 1 st. Work, etc. Letters,

channel. London tomorrow. A toward

cleaning off things generally. . . .

season just now for traveling, heat,
weather, and crowds.

September the 3rd. . . . The others out,
not I. Finished the 4th chapt. Chickasaw

August the 14th. London. The others to

Bayou. . . .

the galleries. I intend a thorough rest
Finished

September the 4th. A letter today from

Odds and ends of reading.

Berta telling of Cary's death. I wrote to

here and a little going about.
III chapter.

Beginning to practice my voice again,

Ellen. . . .

against the autumn campaign. . . .
September the 5th. Shopping, scarves,
August the 17th. I have hardly been out

books, etc. In the afternoon tea with May

in London. I needed rest and am taking

Sinclair. We took cushions out into

it. Two pages 4th chapter. . . . At five to

Edwards Square and sat on the grass.

Edward Square--tea with May Sinclair,
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Talk--the mystics. I am rereading

September the 11th. Fifth chapt. etc.

Shelley--the earlier things.

Reading Morris' News from Nowhere. E.
and I read too, a good deal of poetry.

September the 7th. Packing-

Walk morning and afternoon and sleep a

straightening things out. A page 5th

good deal. The week of physical rest is

chapter. . . . Tomorrow we leave

good for us all.

England.
September the 13th. After a good
September the 9th. Arrange ship life as

beginning we have come upon bad

usual. Out to breakfast at nine,

weather. Most too rough for comfort in

afterwards half an hour or so on deck,

working and we have laid up with books

walking, then my stateroom for the rest of

and hot water bags all day. E. reading

the day. Luncheon and dinner there. On

aloud.

deck for a walk late this afternoon. Bath
at nine, then bed. Worked pretty steadily

September the 14th. High seas, wet and

and much reading.

cold. Little work. . . . A comfortable kind
of day, and one thinks of the steerage.

September the 10th. A beautiful sea.
... I have my typewriter and I get some

September the 15th. Smoother today,

work done. The fifth chapter-Fort

misty with a marvelous blue sky. Two

Pemberton.

pages work, fifth chapter--Yazoo Valley
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still. . . . A walk morning and afternoon,

September the 24th. Very warm. The

the rest of the time in my cabin.

crepe myrtle is in full bloom, a joy
forever. Three pages 6th chapter.

September the 17th. New York.

Schopenhauer Human Nature. . .

Landed this morning about ten. Two

Straightened papers--etc.

wearisome hours at the dock—nuisance of
customs. At last to Seville. America

September the 25th. Various letters, old

tastes good. . . .

soldiers mostly. Answered letters,
straightened papers. Extremely warm.

September the 18th.

This afternoon to

suffrage headquarters. . . . Then to

September the 26th. Finished 6th

Button's for books-a set of Turkman for

chapter. Elizabeth and Lizzie back from

Anna--of Hardy for Elizabeth.

Lake George. Talked about the proposed

Schopenhauer and Nietzsche for myself

idea of buying near Warm Springs.

Afternoon shopping for a hat.
September the 27th. Writing and
September the 19th. Shopping. Shoes,

reading. Schopenhauer -war things.

kimonas, muslim collars, etc. ... In the

Suffrage matters. Tonight Eloise,

afternoon Mr. Greenslet. Talk about The

Elizabeth, Lizzie Hut ton and I leave for

tons Roll and Cease Firing!

Warm Springs, pretty well determined to
get our country place in that valley.
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September the 30th. Drove this

the women working beautifully. Mrs.

morning through Dunn's Gap, then again

Rostrup with her helpers at the luncheon

to see the Stephenson tract.

booth, the rest of us at the literature and

We are

really considering it. . . . The country

speakers stand. Will Melvin from

lovely with the first autumn tint.

Baltimore here. Tomorrow.

October the 3rd. We shall buy this piece

October the 14th. The Times this

of land, the price twenty thousand.

morning prints Dr. Smith's attack on the

. . . [Buying properly at Warm Springs

Long Roll and backing given him by

served as an impetus for Johnston to

several members of Lee Camp. I wrote

finish the current book, get to press, and

an answer which answers. [In her

to be paid.]

dissertation Gardner documents fully the
furor raised over Johnston's depiction of

October the 7th. Quiet day here. Work-

Jackson and Mrs. Stonewall Jackson's

-Letters answered. Reading

anger concerning the characterization

Schopenhauer. Swim in the pool. With

(272-78).]

the people at the hotel. Very few here
now—but all this place is filled with

October the 17th. Not well. Odds and

ghosts.

ends, copying 7th chapter. Louisville
speech. Miss Leahy for my voice, etc.

October the 11th. A crowded day at the
Fair. Our booth a great success, and all

Reading Nietsche. [Johnston left for
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Louisville to attend the National

November the 3rd. Trying to close 8th

Convention.]

chapter, not working well. . . Reading
odds and ends. Tonight a poetry bee—all

October the 27th. Began 8th chapter.

of us reading aloud.

Sent off ms to Boston. Wrote to Mr.
Greenslet. . . . Cool, bright weather. I am

November the 7th. Two pages 9th. . . .

very tired.

This afternoon Mrs. Flannagan. Red hot
rebellion. Woman v.v. man. She is one of

October the 30th. 3 pages 8th chapt.

the few who is at rock bottom. A rainy

. . . Tonight to the theatre—Kate Douglas

day.

Wig gin's box. She, Mr. and Mrs. Bosher
and I. Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm—her

November the 8th. Two pages the 9th.

play. A good house and even

Good chapter but slow writing. . . .

performance.
November the 18th. Finished 9th
November 1st. Three pages 8th

chapter. Wrote letters, Fhiladelphia

chapter. Brandy Station. In the

speech, etc. Marie Leahy for my voice.

afternoon I went to Highland Springs

Letters from Mr. Meredith, various

where I spoke to the Shady Club and

people. . . .

formed a suffrage league. . . Home very
tired and read Nietsche.
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November the 19th. Lovely weather,

December the 11th. Two pages eleventh

began 10th chapter--Greenwood again.

chapter. Slow work.

Letters, Letters!. . . .
December the 13th. Finished eleventh
November the 21st. This is my birthday-

chapter. Began the twelfth--Vicksburg

-forty-one years old. I am younger than I

again. Finished Nietsche Will to Power.

was at twenty-one and am going to stay

Reading Schiller's Humanism—also the

young.

Encvlopedia Britannica. A dull gray day.
Eloise and Elizabeth out with our

November the 23rd. Today to

suffrage petitions. They have amusing

Philadelphia. . . . Miss Wharton to

encounters.

dinner. . . . Great crowd, standing in
corridors. I spoke. . . .

December the 30th. . . . Three pages
13th chapter.

December the 3rd. [For Johnston, the
previous week had seen a busy flurry of

December the 31st. Quiet Sunday. Two

suffrage work through Virginia.] Began

pages of the book. Reading Dewey.

XI chapter. . . . This first convention of

Pater. . . . The last day of the year. It

ours could get into a teacup, and yet it

has been a full year ....

really is a historic convention.
1912
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January the 1st. A great chilly New

January the 11th. 2 pages Vicksburg. . .

Year Years day. . . Two pages thirteenth

At twelve Hill Montague offered the joint

chapter Cease Firine.

resolution for an amendment to the
constitution of Virginia conferring the

January the 3rd. Culpepper. Woke to

suffrage upon women. . . This is the first

a heavy snow. We had in consequence a

Woman Suffrage Resolution ever offered

very small parlor meeting but we formed

in Virginia.

a League.
January the 23rcl. A page or so
January the 6th. Four pages 13th

Vicksburg chapter. Answered Stewart

chapter. . . . Still reading John Dewey.

Bryan's editorial in today's paper-Jefferson on Women in Politics. In the

January the 7th. Tonight Elizabeth read

afternoon Mrs. Lewis . Then a pathetic

aloud Euripides Trojan Women.

blind man who has written a book. . . .

January the 8th. Finished the thirteenth

January the 25th. Three pages. . . .

chapter Cease Firing. Notes for the

Wrote letters; practiced my speech for the

fourteenth--Vicksburg again. Read

Senate Hearing Monday evening.

Dewey. . . . Elizabeth busy and happy
over her novel. . . .

January the 26th. Three pages
Vicksburg chapter--oh, to be done the
book!
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January the 27th. Finished fourteenth

such a condition of wreck and

chapter Cease Firing.

destruction as this battalion was!" (CF
173) [The soldier speaking is Robert

January the 30th. Began Gettysburg

Stiles.]

chapter--the fifteenth. . . .
February the 10th. Two pages
February the 1st. Quiet mornings work.

Gettysburg. Wrote to Mrs. Greenslet,

. . . Ten to St. George Bryan's to call on

Mr. Wyeth about illustrations.

Miss Molly Elliott Sewell. We carefully
talked birds, bees and butterflies—nothing

February the 14th. A wretched cold.

else.

Can't speak above a whisper. Two pages
Gettysburg, then idle the rest of the day.

February the 3rd. Mother's birthday. A

Nietzche, Walter Pater, Greek studies,

page Gettysburg. . . . Sent off 12, 13, 14

various letters. . . .

chapters today. [How interesting the
juxtaposition of Johnston's remembrance

February the 18th. A rainy Sunday.

of her mother and work on one of the

Finished the Gettysburg chapter. Read

deadliest battles of the war is. She pulls

Arnold Bennett's The Human Machine.

again a factual quote]: The aide thought

In the evening a hot suffrage discussion

of nothing; he was going to get the

with Henry. "Woman's Sphere" etc.

order there; . . . "Never, before or

Well, why not discuss another one.

after, did I see fifteen or twenty guns in
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February the 20th. Began the sixteenth

March the 10th. A quiet Sunday. Two

chapter-Prison X. . . . Reading William

pages 17th chapter. Some revisions.

James again.

Letters, etc. Read Growth of a Planet.
. . . [Suffrage work continued for

February the 27th. Two pages 16th.

Johnston, along with her writing. The

... In the evening over flowers and plant

previous week, she had visited

catalogues with Eloise for the country

Fredericksburg and Alexandria.]

home.
March the 12th. Three pages 17th.
February the 28th. Two pages 16th—

Return into Virginia.

revision work also. . . . Began war
reading again. Practiced voice.

March the 17th. Odds and ends of
revision work—war reading, etc. . . .The

March the 3rd. A fair days work.

winter—a long cold one—has broken at

Reading Growth of a Planet. Thus Spake

last.

Zaralhrusta. Marius the EnicureanWilliam James' Problems of Philosophy.

March the 18th. Two pages 18th

To supper with the Meeks. A pleasant

chapter—Three Oaks. In the afternoon

evening. Music. A most beautiful snow

with Lila to Chimborazo School-a

today.

suffrage talk to teachers.
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March the 20th. Work on 18th chapter--

April the 3rd. Two pages--

the book growing well. Reading the

Chickamauga. Mrs. Norhington about

Golden Bough.

my summer dresses. Worked over speech
for Newport News. . . Also [read] Walt

March the 22nd. IXth chapter still.

Whitman. . . .

Reading for Chickamauga. Beginning
the 19th chapter. Read Ellen Kay's Love

April the 7th. A quiet Easter. Rain.

and Ethics.

Two pages. Chickamauga.

March the 26th. Began 19th chapter.

April the 11th. Two pages. This

Wrote speech for labour meeting. . .. Mild

chapter hangs fire dreadfully. People

bright weather. Indolent and good for

coming in all day. [For all Johnston's

nothing.

lamenting her war scenes are skillfully
realistic. Her fellow southern woman

March the 30th. . . . Off tonight for the

writer Margaret Mitchell paid her an

Warm.

effusive compliment when she
unabashedly stated that she "felt so

April the 1st. . . . Seeing to the planting

childish and presumptuous for even

at Three Hills. Road-Orchard, trees,

trying to write about that period when she

shrubs, etc. Pleased with the place.

[Johnston] had done it so beautifully, so -better than anyone can ever do it, no
matter how hard they try" (Wheeler iii).]
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April the 15th. A quiet day on the train.

blue, determined sea. (CF 247) [Again

Wrote part of Missionary Ridge chapter.

use of the sea imagery highlights the

Arrived Birmingham at four. [Johnston

landscape and forces in this battle.]

had gone to visit Henry and her
nephews.]

May the 8th.. . .[From May the first
until the fifteenth, Johnston traveled from

April the 16th. Birmingham. Pouring

Staunton to New York and back to

rain. The frightful news of the Titanic.

Boston. She had various people to see

. . . Evening speech at the Chamber of

and suffrage work to do.] Boston at three-

Commerce. . . I did well and the evening

-to the Greenslets, 5 Charles River

was successful.

Square.

April the 21st. Reached home this

May the 12th.. . . With Mr. Greenslet in

morning at nine. . . .Began Chapter XX--

the motor for a lovely drive. ... A

Missionary Ridge. . . .

wonderful old world evening. The Keats
Death Mask.

April the 28th. Walter's birthday. Four
pages Missionary Ridge—rather good.

May the 15th. Left New York at ten this
morning. Raining. Quiet day on the

April the 29th. A day of pottering. A

train. . . .1 getting through a bit of

day of Missionary Ridge. Missionary

Missionary Ridge.

Ridge was like a crag rising from a
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May the 16th. Two pages Missionary

Quiet and sweet and cool. . . . This is to

Ridge. Indeterminable chapter.

be a summer of work.

May the 18th. Five pages XXI. Wish it

June the 2nd. Finished the 23rd

was every day five pages. . . .

chapter.

Read a small book on Aztec

mythology. In the afternoon with Eloise
May the 19th. Two pages XXI. Also

and Elizabeth to the new place. All of us

beginning XXII. . . . Reading Edward

are pleased with it. . . .

Carpenter's Art of Creation. William
James—Henri Bergsten—Carpenter--they

June the 3rd. All morning correcting

are at this moment my three men.

proof, galley and pages. Notes for 23rd.
A swim this afternoon. Walter came

May the 25th. . . . The first proof Cease

today. Eloise all day at the new place,

Firing.

seeing to the planting. Elizabeth at work
on her book. Wonderful weather.

May the 26th. Two chapters 22nd.
Corrected proof-three chapters. . . .

June the 7th. Four pages. Rescue-

Sorted out books for the Warm.

Stevenson 's Division—Johnston's
Battalion; read a book on Assyrian

June the 1st. The Warm. Slept at the

religion. Cool cloudy weather. Proof as

Homestead. . . . Very few people here.

usual. Very few people here.
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June the 8th. Work as usual. Cool

June the 12th. Three pages 24th, proof.

enough for fires. A deal of proof today,

Began Crylmus Maude's Life of Tolstoi.

up to the fourteenth chapter in galley.

Swim at four. Perfect weather. Working

To the hotel in the evening. . . . Many

out of doors.

birds this year.
June the 14th. Finished 24th chapter.
June the 9th. Work--rather slow—on

Began the volume one year ago. Reading

twenty-third chapter. . . . All of Bath

Tolstoi.

County on the place gathering wild
strawberries and looking things over. At

June the 16th. Spent the morning on the

night corrected proof

hill with the new house, gathered
strawberries and sat under the white

June the 10th. The Warm. Finished

pine. Corrected a number of galleys of

23rd chapter—Dalton Reseca. Father

proof. Read Tolstoi. This afternoon

wounded at latter place. Read for the

thunder storm. Rain much needed.

Wilderness battles. Began a second
reading of Thus Spake Zarathusta. . . .

June the 17th. Three pages 25th—read
Tolstoi. Wrote to Mr. Greenslet. Signed

June the 11th. Five pages 24th chapter-

contract for Cease Firing. Sent off three

-pretty good.

chapters. Rain this afternoon. . . .
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June the 18th. Four pages 25 [th]--The

showers. . . . Thinking muchly of my next

Wilderness. Finished 1st volume

book.

Maude's Life of Tolstoi.

June the 29th. Began 28th chapter. . . .
Proof letters, etc. Cool weather.

June the 20th. Finished 25th chapter;
began 26th--Spottsylvania. Walk this

June the 30th. This morning up to the

afternoon down to the village. ... An

new house, plans, lights, etc. . . .

idea has come to me for my next hook.

Afternoon proof etc. . . . July cheque,
$5460from H.M. & Co.

June the 21st.

Three pages 26th—this

afternoon with Eloise and Elizabeth

July the 3rd. Finished 28th chapter.

through Dunn's Gap, then up to the
house. A beautiful afternoon. Sun and

July the 4th. Corrected proof most of

shade, lindens blooming.

the morning. . . .

June the 24th. Finished 26th chapter.

July the 6th. Father's birthday. Three

Read Tolstoi. A book on birds. ... A fire

pages 29th chapter. This afternoon a

and much comf ort.

walk up the mountain. Sent to H. M. and
Co. chapters 25-28.

June the 26th. Three pages 27th.
Tolstoi still. A warm day with occasional

July the 7th. 4 pages, read Carpenterwrote to Mr. Greenslet. This evening on
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the hotel porch. Talk with Mr. Ames.

progressing is some kind of mental

New conception of space and time.

development. Drive this afternoon to

Cosmic consciousness. This century to

Warwick.

be a great spiritual one.
July the 24th. Two pages 32nd. Three
July the 10th. Three pages thirtieth. . .

Oaks. . . . William James Radical

July the 12th. Not very well. Hard to

Emoirism. Tonight Lila and I spoke on

work. A drive with Eloise and Elizabeth

suffrage in the ballroom. About two

around the mountain. Elizabeth's

hundred people. Good meeting.

birthday. Good supper.

more interest here this year than

Everything

Far

pleasant, but 1 felt badly and depressed.

heretofore.

July the 17th. Two pages 31st. Out of

July the 26th. A beautiful day—clear

sorts and working poorly. . . . This

and like autumn. Wrote part of a

afternoon walked up the mountain. A

suffrage speech. Read Thomson's

heavy, thunderous air, the woods dark

Evolution. Afternoon walked up to the

purple. Breathless mosses.

Toll gate. Bergetmot, Jerusalem candles,
yarrow, Queen Annes Lace all in bloom.

July the 19th. Several pages. This has
been an unsatisfactory month—a bad

July the 29th. 7 wo pages as usual.

cold--not much work and a restlessness

Slow as a snail. . . . Letter from Mr.

of feeling. The only thing that is

Greenslet. . . . [Johnston frequently
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illustrates the slowness of the army's

August the 6th. Two pages. Work

marching by comparison with a snail or

correcting maps for end papers. Read

turtle]: Half seated, half lying on the

Socialism as it is. An enlightening book.

fallen trunk of a gun, Edward Gary

Afternoon walked alone up the mountain.

watched the snail-like crossing. (CF

Gathered blackberries and thought things

72)

out. [Both volumes include detailed maps
of the battle at the beginning of the

July the 30th.

Three pages. XXXIII. I

books.]

am so tired of this book I don't know
what to do.

August the 10th. Several pages 34th.
Read a book on astronomy. Part of

August the 1st. [This entry captures the

Beloc's Marie Antoinette. Distasteful. . .

classic lament of a writer, struggling to
produce copy]: Poor work and little of it.

August the 11th. Finished 34th chapter.

The engine won't pull.

Autographed pages for first edition.

August the 3rd. Three pages-very tired

August the 20th. Three pages 36th

of Cease Firing. . . . Evening watched

chapter. Winchester. . . . This afternoon

the dancing in the ballroom for a while.

to Flag Rock with Mr. Ames. Storming

August the 5th. Not satisfactory work

coming up--wonderful violet and silver

these days. Tired and the August crowd

effect

upsets me.
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August the 21st. A little work. Wrote a

received criticism for her unsavory

suffrage speech. . . . Read Hans

Steven Dagg. Later critics cite it as one

Anderson again-The Snow Queen-The

of her most realistic portrayals.]

Fir Tree—Elder Flower Mother--all with
a kind of tender pleasure.

September the 3rd. Three pages 38th.
Pretty good. Arabian Nights. Grimm's

August the 25th. Three pages 36—

Fairy Tales. . . .

Fisher's Hill. Reading Bergsten's
Creative Evolution for the 2nd time.

September the 5th. Three pages-

Wrote to Mr. Greenslet.

Franklin. This afternoon alone on the
mountainside, under a linden tree with a

September the 1st. Finished 37th

fairy story book. The linden like fine gold

chapter—down with Stephen Dagg. Read

with coral against a deep blue sky.

Grimm's Fairy Tales. Afternoon up in
the woods beneath the apple tree. . . .

September the 8th. Four pages 39—

[The irony of Steve's final comments

Davis and Edward. . . .

cannot be wasted]: "--what's the rest of
us that's left got to be? We got to be

September the 14th. 40th chapter as

what I heard a preacher callNseed-corn

usual. Various letters. This afternoon up

'n' ancestors.' We got to marry 'n'

in the woods beneath a tulip tree.

people the earth. We ain't killed."

Reading Poincaire.

(TLR 404)

[In her day Johnston
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September the 19th. Letter from Mr.

book the thirteenth of last June, the first

Greenslet. Thinks the last chapter

day out from New York. Wrote off and on

terribly tragic. . . . [Readers' responded to

through the summer in Germany and

the death of Edward and Desiree with

where not, and came back in September

criticism. Johnston would not swerve in

with five or six chapters only. The rest

her conviction that their tragic end was in

since then--16 months in all—Europe—an

keeping with the tragedy of the war.]50

exceedingly busy winter on other things,
many interruptions, many other things

September the 21st. Finished 41st,

done, and much reading. Not so bad. [In

began 42nd and last.

addition to this notation about finishing
the novel, Johnston noted her progress on

September the 23rd. Cease Firms

writing Cease Firing in the back of the

almost finished. I have begun the

journal She kept a detailed account of

Procession--to be a thirty thousand word

when a chapter began and when it was

nondescript.

finished. Her approach was like achieving
a deadline, and she dutifully ticked off

September the 24th. Two pages last

the dates]:

chapter Cease Firing. Two pages The

Memorandum, Cease Firing

Procession. Cool, lowering weather.

I began this second war book the 13th of
June this year aboard the New

September the 25th. This day finished

Amsterdam, the first day out from New

Cease Firing. Laus deo! I began this

York. I hope to finish it in little more
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than a year—as difficult as was Volume 1.

often. However, reviewing all she

It should he nothing like so.

accomplished in those years, her travels,

Amsterdam

her reading, her writing, I marvel at what

Heidelberg

she achieved.]

London
New York

September the 28th. A little work-

Richmond-7th chapt. begun Richmond,

proofs, etc. At noon walked up to the

Sept. 27, finished Richmond Oct. 17, 20

house and went over it with Eloise with

days.

an eye to furniture. . . .

Chapter 38 begun Sept. 2-Finished Sept.
6, 1912.

October the 2nd. Left the Warm this

[Tallied with these notations was an exact

morning to join Lila Valentine at

account of when Johnston started and

Lynchburg for a week's campaign in

finished each chapter. As she struggled

Southwest Virginia. We reached Pulaski

to finish, a daily accounting seems to

after night. Staying with Mrs. Parsons at

have spurred her on. I feel that at this

the Maple Shade Inn—a good suffragist.

point Johnston had set a deadline. She

[This particular suffrage campaign took

had other interests and projects she

Johnston through Southwest Virginia:

wished to pursue. Her confidence seems

Pulaski, Wytheville, Marion, Abingdon,

to have strengthened. Her entries for

and Bristol.]

1911 and 1912 seemed more forced,
more mechanical. Freshness appears less
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October the 12th. We had counted

November the 17th. . . . Finished first

Abingdon a hostile place but we got

chapter of this new book (tentative)

about thirty names.*11

called Hasar

October the 21st. A little work. Various

December the 31st. A fair year closing

letters. ... I suppose I am knocking at the

tonight. We have had health and no

door of the fourth dimension. I am

great trouble.

knocking at some door.

Firing finished. Hasar benun- much

The new house—Cease

suffrage work —much short range travelOctober the 26th. [Johnston spent

much reading-a considerable inner

several days at a convention in Norfolk.]

growth--on the whole a happy, busy year.

Found here the first copy of Cease
Firing. . . .

November the 6th. Wood row Wilson
elected President.
November the 10th. Much talk with Mr.
Greenslet. I shall lay the Procession by
for a bit and try what I can do on
something else. . . .

Chapter Five
Her Rising Star
Steve slept all day in the lean-to, beneath a quilt of bright patchwork.
He had cornbread and a chicken for supper, and then wrapped
himself luxuriously in the quilt again and slept all night.

In the lean-to, when he had rolled himself in the rising-sun quilt, he
lay and looked out at the stars below the hilltop. "The army's
beaten," he thought, '"n* the war's ended, or most ended. Anyhow
it's fightin' now without any chance of anything but dyin'." (Cease
Firing. 402)
This passage caught my eye as I neared the ending of my initial reading of Mary
Johnston's novels on the Civil War. Johnston's use of her scalawag character Steve Dagg
--comfortable, safe, resting under a quilt, revealed Johnston's subtle use of irony and
offered commentary on her view of war. Other soldiers had not been as lucky as he.
Johnston's poignantly pictures those:
The fields were all carpeted, a beautiful carpet, a costly
carpet, more costly than Axminister or velvet. The figures
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were horses and men all matted and woven together with
skeins of scarlet thread. (CF 177)
The contrast of the two quotations reveals the complexity of what Johnston
accomplished. The old costly furnishings were gone; only the homespun remained. The
irony of the name of the quilt's pattern, "the rising sun" heralded the survival of a Steve
Dagg.
As I had acquainted myself with Mary Johnston, immersed myself in accounts of her
life and work, and pondered my approach to a study of her Civil War work, here suddenly
was the clue. The irony of the quilt's name, the type of fabric of which it was made, and
the character wrapped in it prompted many associations for me. For in so many
instances, as I had read and studied her work on this epic war, the image of a quilt had
come to mind. I could discern so many different patches of literary genre, so many
patterns of opposites, so many parallels in the works. Johnston, herself, was masterful,
weaving images in and out of the stories. These same threads appeared in her diaries—the
many threads of daily experiences which she penned and then wove into her novel. The
importance of these daily recordings as a background of her work seemed to parallel the
backing of a quilt. Her work on the war, to me, mirrored that of a quilt, the whole a sum
of its parts. As I had worked to incorporate a quotation here, a comment there, I
understood better the idea of quilting- the pastiche of a patch of this and that, the many
threads needed to complete the pattern, to sew it together—the infinitesimal stitches
forming the whole. Throughout the book the various references by Johnston to sewing
underscore the division of the war. A nation was rendered asunder, the fabric cut-the
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fighting forces became "... a narrow web—woof of grey, warp of blue" (CF 168). She
did not confine the imagery to the war zone; repeatedly it surfaces on the homefront:
"The city mourned, but also it rejoiced. There stretched the black thread, but twisted with
it was the gold. A paean sounded as well as a dirge" (TLR 533). How carefully
Johnston worked to leave no end untied.
Each time I reread a passage or thumb through the volumes, Johnston's ability as
a master story teller and a master craftsmen are evident. Her incremental stitches produce
the whole—just as a quilt is assembled. Johnston appears to be sewing the patches
together. The diversity of the sizes, the complexity of the pattern, the intermingling of
fabric and colors, all of these techniques I sense in her overall design. In the book the
references to the women at home who knit and sew bring to mind the patient Penelope
who wove and rewove her tapestry as she waited for Odysseus—"All well. Knitting and
watching, watching and knitting" (TLR 176).
The references to stitching again serve as a reminder of the patching which will
need to be done to restore unity to a nation. Interestingly, nowhere does Johnston seem to
sew a straight seam. The process of the interweaving—a stitch here and then its
reappearance elsewhere are structural ploys which Johnston uses to bring together so
many divergent themes and plot lines. Her ingenuity with them becomes evident with a
closer look. Her deliberate picturing of first this and that seems to underlie the idea of
division. The bits and pieces of information, of character sketches, of action here and
there give evidence to the divisions which occur as the war progresses. The references to
knitting/sewing- all suggest this idea of patching, of needing to reknit the whole, of
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bringing unity to the division. By segmenting the story line and showing this scene and
then that, Johnston is able to portray the division the war brought. Her overall
achievement is a quilt of complexity.
For me thoughts of another quilt come readily to mind, one just as complex. I
readily remember a different quilt, not a calico one, but one of finer materials which
seems to bespeak what Mary Johnston accomplishes in her epic work on the American
Civil War. The quilt which readily comes to mind is a Victorian crazy quilt. I remember
with fondness my first associations with one—my discovery of it, my bewilderment with
it, and later my reappreciation of it.
Many years ago following my grandmother's death, I remember finding in the
basement of her home in Virginia a trunk which contained a collection of old quilts. As I
fingered each and every one, I found a favorite. An exciting windmill pattern, worked in
squares of red and white, now comfortably aged a soft yellow, was my choice. It traveled
to college, survived my never-neat room, and now rests on my bed, these many years
later. But I also remember another of those quilts, one I did not choose. Heavy,
somewhat lumpy, the most diverse sorts of materials and patterns, strange joinings of
stitchery and fabrics, a real hodgepodge of activity—I passed it up. Years later, when
visiting a friend's mother, I was overwhelmed by the quilt she had had framed, hanging
above her sofa in the living room. Lit by a portrait lamp, the luxurious amethyst velvets
shone, the silks glimmered, and the wealth of diverse stitchery took on the faintest hint of
gold.52
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As I viewed it, I stood there silently laughing at myself with that wisdom that
perhaps comes with age. The quilt I had rejected those many years ago was a Victorian
crazy quilt now worth much more than my calico one. But for many years this type of
quilt, very popular during the Victorian heyday, was rejected, left in trunks, or stuck away
on a shelf in a home or some antique shop. With this experience in mind, I have become
so much more cognizant of cycles and the interconnections of them. What was once
perceived as dross can become gold, and in the conversion, a new cycle may be born, a
new offshoot launched. Since styles and tastes change and cycles occur, not only in the
world of fashion and antiques, but also in the world of literature, to see a novelist come
back into fashion is always interesting.
For such is the case with Mary Johnston and her writings. Lawrence Nelson, one
of Johnston's supporting cadre of men, in writing on Johnston incorporated an appraisal
of her by Stanley J. Kunitz and Howard Haycraft: "In the middle thirties of this century,
at the time of the author's death in 1936, her narrative effects were described as "part
tinsel, part silk, part old-fashioned stage-illusion" (76). To me these descriptive words
mirrored what I had found in Johnston and triggered my analogy of the likeness of her
work to the richness of a quilt. Long neglected, certainly considered out of fashion for
the last fifty years, the novels, now viewed almost a century later, have acquired a patina
that only time can bring. Changing fashions in literary taste and scholarship give a new
eye and an appreciation to a body of work that became outdated, came to be viewed as an
oddity, and tended to be overlooked. With the passage of time, her works can be
reappraised and reappreciated.
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For in this strange blending of story of the Civil War, of history and fiction, of old
genres and the beginnings of new, is a treasure which needs to be spotlighted. For here is
a patch of this and a patch of that—the eternal loveliness of pastoral, the rough fabric of
picaresque, the homespun quality of local color, the silks of romance, the worsted wool of
realism, the strength of cotton, all encased with a binding of historical romance.
Stretched on an epic frame and backed with the strong woof and warp of personal
experience and insight. The Long Roll and Cease Firing are filled with pleasure for a
reader who enjoys studying a work by the individual parts which compose it, the talented
stitchery which unites it, and the richness in effect of the overall design. Such was Mary
Johnston's creation, and hopefully once again her star," her rising sun," is on the ascent
and will once again shine brightly.

Notes

1

An unpublished biography of Mary Johnston offers candid remarks by Johnston

about herself, her writing, and her life. This rich resource forms part of the Mary Johnston
Collection at the Alderman Library at the University of Virginia. See Elizabeth Johnston,
draft biography, undated [1900-1910?], edited and typed by her sister Elizabeth Johnston,
1953, in the Mary Johnston Papers, MS#3588, UVA.
2

Mary Johnston's name first captured my interest when I noted that Edward

Wagenknecht in his Cavalcade of the American Novel. 1952, chose to dedicate this
volume to her.
3

Annie Woodbridge, in an article on Johnston, states, "Since Miss Johnston never

gave interviews about her works, her own comments on her books are rare" (31)
4

Mary Johnston's spellings vary, as well as her punctuation practices. I, along

with others, have chosen to copy the entries as she wrote them, without noting
corrections. In preparing her manuscript on Mary's life, Elizabeth, I feel, tended to tidy
the obvious misspellings As Mary's handwriting is very difficult at times to read, I
hopefully have deciphered her meaning.
5

Lensink comments upon the importance of content analysis in the diary study,

which Edwards captures in her reading of Johnston's diaries: "If quantity of concrete
language is characteristic of the prose, content analysis is one way to find out literally,
140
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what "counted" in women's diaries" (40). To me, Johnston's diary centers around the
flowers she loves and notices, the appearance of the sun, the moon, and the weather, her
friendships and her family, her travel accounts, and her concerns as a writer regarding her
ability, her successes, and her financial freedom Her narrative voice stays consistent
within the diary. However, her occasional flippant, almost devil-may-care remarks add a
levity to her seriousness: "Well, lack a day "
6

Bunkers and Huff in their introduction capture Margo Culley's thoughts on diary

keeping which mirrors that of Johnston's: ". . . an individual's decision to keep a diary
springs from "the urge to give shape and meaning to life with words, and to endow this
meaning-making with a permanence that transcends time" (xi).

Johnston's diaries achieve

that permanence. They are her autobiography.
7

Motz finds that "Both Keeler and Johnson used their diaries to connect

themselves to the world of ideas, to issues of national and international concern They
used their diaries as agencies of their active, skeptical mode of reading, as a way to weave
what they read into the fabric of their own lives. They trusted their own observations and
held the opinions they read up to scrutiny to determine whether they were validated by the
experiences of their own lives" (199). This rationale may explain the importance
Johnston gave to her conversations with her friends about what they read and how they
valued and interpreted it.
8

Johnston's use of flowers in the war novels becomes symbolic of the destruction

that war causes. From a single blade of grass to an apple orchard, she portrays the havoc
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war wreaks on the landscape. She usually highlights the loveliness of the scene, followed
by its destruction. In an impressive scene she appears to render her philosophy about the
destruction of war when she has the Vice-President of the Confederacy, Alexander
Stephens, voice his feelings about war's deadliness:
"Ah, Miss Cary, when you are as old as I am, and have
read as much, you will notice how emphatic is the
testimony to song and dance and gaiety on the eve of
events which are to change the world! The flower grows
where in an hour the volcano will burst forth; the bird
sings in the tree which the earthquake will presently
uproot; the pearly shell gleams where will pass the tidal
wave—" He looked around the room. "Beauty, zeal,
love, devotion—and to-morrow the smoke will roll, the
cannon thunder, and the brute emerge all the samejust as he always does—stamping the flower into the
mire, wringing the bird's neck, crushing the shell!"
(TLR431)
9

Margret Bauer in a study "Put Your Heart in the Land" parallels Glasgow's

Barren Ground and Gone With the Wind in her intertexual reading of the two. Johnston's
strong feminine character Desiree Gaillard, in Cease Firing resembles Dorinda Oakley and
could be another pattern for Margaret Mitchell's depiction of Scarlett O'Hara:
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Then Edward looked and saw Desiree Gaillard. She was standing
high, beneath her heaped logs, behind her the night. She had clasped
around her throat a soldier's cloak. The wind raised it, blew it
outward, the crimson lining gleaming in the torch light. All the red
light beat upon her, upon the blowing hair, upon the deep eyes and
parted lips, the outstretched arm and pointing hand, the dress of some
bronze and clinging stuff, the bent knee, the foot resting upon a log
end higher than its fellows. The out-flung and lifted cloak had the
seeming of the floating drapery in some great canvas, billowing mantle
of heroine, saint, or genius. (CF 12)
As Mary Edwards suggests, Glasgow's Battleground may have prompted Johnston
to begin research on the Civil War. As frequently as she and Glasgow visited, I feel she
could have equally absorbed other characters and techniques from her good friend.
10

The scene of the hearth is central to how Johnston details the importance of the

individual homes and families. Always the ever present chair symbolizes the hearth and
home:
"Miss Lucy Cary was glad to see it as she sat by the fire
knitting fine white wool into a sacque for a baby. There
was a fire of hickory, but it burned low, as though it
knew the winter was over. The knitter's needles glinted
in the sunshine" (TLR 28).
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Contrasting, in its opulence, the hearth at Three Oaks is central to Johnston's description
of the Cleave family:
Within the dining-room, at the round table, before the few pieces of
tall, beaded silver and the gilt-banded china, while Mehala the
waitress brought the cakes from the kitchen and the fire burned softly
on the hearth below the Saint Memin of a general and lawgiver, talk
fell at once upon the event of the day, the meeting that had passed the
Botetourt Resolutions. (TLR 22)
However, the hearth setting is vulnerable to war. Poignantly, Johnston records the
devastation on the homefront:
By the blackened chimney, on the stone hearth drifted over by the
snow, stood a child's cradle.
"What's that trampled in the mud? That's a doll baby.
O Lord! Pick it up, Tom!" (TLR 169).
This contrast of an image as simple as the hearth serves to picture the division of war, its
enormity, its pervasiveness.
11

Johnston's two Virginia plantations, "Greenwood" and "Three Oaks" sharply

contrast with the simplicity of the toll keeper's home on Thunder Run:
The tollgate keeper, old and crippled, sat on the porch beside a
wooden bucket of well-water. The county newspaper lay on his
knee, and he was reading the items aloud to his wife, old, too.
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but active, standing at her iron in-board within the kitchen
door. A cat purred in the sunshine, and all the lilac bushes
were in bloom. (TLR 47)
Johnston's description of the couple Tom and Sairy differ from the he landed
gentry. Interestingly, in what at times seems a reversal of roles, Sairy, with pith and
insight, comments freely her feelings about the war or the status of women

She

interweaves them in her conversations. She, too, sews: "Sairy threaded a needle"
(TLR 583) Later on the western front of the war, Desiree, likewise, will appear as
outspoken as Sairy, in sharp contrast with Judith and Margaret Cleave. Her surroundings
contrast sharply with those of the toll keeper—a brief glimpse of the plantation system
soon to disappear for ever:
Downstairs the last roses of the west tossed a glow into the
Cape Jessamine drawing-room. It suffused the high, bare,
distinguished place, lay in carmine pools upon the floor,
glorified the bowls of late flowers and made splendid the silken,
heavy, old-gold skirt of Desiree Gaillard. There was a low fire
burning on the hearth. She sat beside it, in an old gilt French
chair, her hands resting upon the arms. (CR 18)
12

The Britannica cites that Meynell's verse was noted for its simple vocabulary and

religious sincerity. A later diary notation of Johnston's (Diary, February 8, 1907) again
affirms her fondness of the poetress, who at the time was mentioned as a successor to
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Tennyson, the poet laureate.
13

In noting similarities between The Long Roll and Gone with the Wind. I

definitely feel the hospital scene with Judith Cleave presages that of Scarlett in the hospital
in Atlanta. Strangely, Johnston's choice of "the reddened stuff' seems out of keeping with
her usual ability to write such stark war scenes—possibly the word choice is in keeping
with the character. Another similarity between the two books is the use of oppositional
characters. Johnston has Richard Cleave and Maury Stafford as opponents, vying for
Judith Cary, just as Mitchell uses Ashley Wilkes and Rhett Butler. Wilkes interesting lives
at Twelve Oaks, and Cleave lives at Three Oaks, named for a Johnston family property.
14

Frank Vandiver in an introduction to General Johnston's war memories notes

that "For a man well endowed with social graces—he was rated a good conversationalist,
an interested listener, and a dinner-table asset—Johnston seemed curiously inarticulate
about himself (xi). Perhaps Mary Johnston and he shared a family reserve about letting
their feelings or emotions surface.
15

Throughout the war novels, to handle the enormous amount of detail she

includes about everything, Johnston relies on the epic technique of cataloguing. Over and
over, she utilizes the repetition of epic cataloguing. At times tedious, but at others, the
listing proves very important to the pacing of the story. Newman states, "... the epic
catalogue, such as Homer's list of the Greek ships and champions . . . serves the
exposition by bringing in characters economically and giving a sense of scope" (153). I
suggest that Johnston knew her classic epics so well that these same techniques reappear
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in her text. And what does she catalogue9 Everything! But the cataloguing device gives
an order to an enormous amount of details, allowing Johnston to catalogue just about
anything from the slaves, to troops, to supplies.
16

Johnston evidently remembered this flower association and used it when she

developed her characters. Her skill in depicting Miriam as a flower is masterful. As
Miriam's mental health deteriorates, the flower imagery changes.
17

This same change occurs with Johnston's rendering of Christianna as the war

wears on. Christianna, of the wild rose cheeks, is said to appear as if "All the wild rose
had fled from her cheeks, her lips looked pinched, her eyes large and startled"
(TLR 438). Earlier, Johnston's paints her as " a wild rose in sunshine" (423).
18

Characterizing Johnston's responsibilities to her family, Garrett in his

introduction to TLR surmises, "She was nineteen when her mother died and she assumed
parental responsibility for her five younger brothers and sisters, in addition to serving her
father as hostess and housekeeper until his death in 1905" (vii)
19

Nelson highly praises Johnston's accomplishment:
This book is Mary Johnston's finest piece of poetry, a
massive epical romance in prose, an extended ode or elegy
for the dead Confederacy, a monumental work of the
historic imagination. It is a highly organized mixture of
history and romance and tragedy and comedy, and pastoral
and folk tale and fable and legend; it is a rite of oblation
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endlessly repeated, it is probably the completest and the
most authentic embodiment of the Southern Myth. (89)
20

The pastoral aspect is central to both stories. Throughout the story, "Thunder

Run," removed from the direct line of battle, serves as a haven, a pastoral retreat, secure
from the winds of war I feel that Johnston infused her love of The Warm in her
description of this special place.
21

Johnston further has the poet quote from a poem he has written:
For woman's voice, in accents soft and low.
Trembling with pity, touched with pathos read
O'er his hallowed dust the ritual for the dead;

'T is sown in weakness, it is raised in power'—
Softly the promise floated on the air,
While the low breathings of the sunset hour
Came back responsive to the mourner's prayer.
Gently they laid him underneath the sod
And left him with his fame, his country and his God!
(TLR 433)
Identifying the poem leads to the identity of the author. Tolstoy on several occasions bent
history to meet his ends, so I argue Johnston may have done the same with Poe, who died
in Richmond in 1849. In his introduction to War and Peace. John Bayley notes "that in
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the pages of War and Peace partly "fictional" characters can meet real ones, to the
enhancement and advantage of both" (xiii).
22

One of the greatest fears that the soldiers comment on in each of the novels is

that they may have to walk at the end of the parade when the war is over if they are
injured. Johnston's cameo description of the soldiers and officers in their prime during the
war sharply contrast with her view of them as elderly men
23

If the number and variety of flowers mentioned by Johnston warrant a paper,

likewise, her references to bees deserve further study. "Well, Glory Halelujah is
growing round Grant's army like tiger lilies round a beehive--" (CR 32).
Exuberantly, Johnston makes the bees part of the scene as she blends romance and
locale: Everyone had breakfast while the birds sang and the trees waved, and the
honey bees were busy with all the flowers of the Southern spring. (CF 64)
Maeterlinck, as a leading influence in the Symbolist movement, seems to have been a
Johnston favorite.
24

The back cover of 1996 republishing of Cease Firing states, "Also featured

prominently is the Confederate commander General Joseph E. Johnston, the author's own
grandfather." Johnston's diary statement refutes this claim.
25

Frank Vandiver in his introduction to Johnston's autobiography offers this

description of the general:
"Gamecock" was the word often used to describe him and it
seems apt. Short, stiffly straight from familiarity with the
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saddle, easy to meet and pleasant in conversation, the
general had a high, studious forehead and his prominent
brows accented thoughtful eyes. He wore sideburns a
carefully tended moustache, and a small van dyke. Around
him always seemed to cling an air of natural neatness
attested by the brushed and pressed gray uniform which
gave his small figure a tailored elegance, (xii)
26

Stanza four of Rich's "Snapshot of a Daughter-in-Law echoes the many hats

Johnston and other women writers have had to balance:
Knowing themselves too well in one another:
their gifts no pure fruition, but a thorn,
the prick filed sharp against a hint of scorn.
Reading while waiting
for the iron to heat,
writing. My Life had stood—a Loaded Gun—
in that Amherst pantry while the jellies boil and scum,
or, more often,
iron-eyed and beaked and purposed as a bird,
dusting everything on the whatnot every day of life
(Gilbert and Gubar 2027)
27

Landor, an English writer, according to the Britannica. is best known for his
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Imaginary Conversations which represent prose dialogues between two historical
personages. Johnston mentions having read Poe's "Landor's Cottage "
28

Johnston in this particular section cites a flood she remembered as a child

These memories helped her paint the very realist opening scenes of Cease Firing:
Cape Jessamine went down, down. They saw and heard it; it was
before their eyes; the bending pillars, the crashing walls, the trees
that fell, the earth that vanished, the churned and horrible water....
They saw the work of the river, the sapper who worked with a million
hands. (CF 62)
29

In his dedication of Cavalcade of the American Novel to Johnston, Edward

Wagenknecht quotes from Johnston's book Michael Forth, published in 1919, which
touches on gardening and memory:
The "irrecoverable Past"—there is no such thing! I treat my past as
an artist should. It is mine and I visit my vineyard when I will. I
prune and tend the vineyard. I make wine from the grapes and in
one chalice, in deep moments, know my past's essence, (vi)
30

Her descriptions of sunlight enable Johnston to contrast the darkness of battle

versus the brightness of day. She also uses it for impressionistic renderings, similar to
those of Stephen Crane. Tolstoy, also, charts the progress of battle by sunlight, a similar
practice which Johnston follows. The instances of her use of sunlight radiate throughout
the text:
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"The sun came in, very golden, very quiet" (CF 453).

"The sunlight was as fine as old Canary" (CF 204).

"The bubbles [observation balloons] floated in the clear air,
above and beyond the zone of smoke. ... The slant rays of the
sun struck then and turned them mother-of-pearl" (TLR 42).

"They entered a room together—the parlour this time, with the
windows flung wide and the afternoon sunlight lying in pools among
the roses of the carpet" (TLR 313).

"The glow of the sun made the window glass red." (TLR 101).

"All around were great rolling hills, quite bare of trees and covered
with snow, over which the setting sun threw a crimson tinge. .. .there
opened an artillery duel, shells screaming from north to south and
south to north across the river yet stained with the sunset glow" (TLR
154).

"The sun drew close to the vast and melancholy forest across the
river. Through a rift in the smoke, there came a long and crimson
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shaft. It reddened the river, then struck across the shallows to
Malvern Hill, sufTused with a bloody tinge wood and field and the
marshes by the creeks, then splintered against the hilltop and made a
hundred guns to gleam. The wind heightened, lifting the smoke and
driving it northward. It bared to the last red light the wild and
dreary battlefield" (TLR 527).

"The sun was low and red behind a filmy veil, dark and ragged like
torn crape" (TLR 523).

"The sun sank, a red ball, staining the snow with red" (TLR 649).
Johnston highlights her descriptions of the troops and their arms by the sunlight's
effect on them.
"The sun pushed its golden ball above the hilltops, and all the rifle
barrels gleamed in the light" (TLR 130).

"The long rays that the sun was sending made a dazzle of bayonet
steel, thousands and thousands and thousands of bayonets. The
gleaming lines went here, went there, crossed, recrossed, formed
angles, made a vast and glittering net" (TLR 646).

"The pale sunshine bathed the country, and in it gleamed the steel of
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the Army of Northern Virginia" (CF 187).
She also chronicles the time of day with the sun:
"The sun of the first day of July rose serene into an
azure sky where a few white clouds were floating" (CF 166).
31

Puzzling out the titles has been for me another chance to appreciate what

Johnston could accomplish in a period of time, she read so many books on so many
subjects. Elizabeth Johnston, in working with the lists, appears to have corrected those
she could. I have omitted some titles I could not decipher
32

In working with the diaries, I found many of sister Elizabeth's typed entries differ

from the handwritten ones which suggest some editing. This particular entry is also
recorded in the following manner:
Now and then in life—a year or two apart—there comes a
positively happy day, usually without rhyme or reason.
Today was such a one. . . . The shone divinely, the air was
crystal. ... I wrote with ease and read with enjoyment and I
spent the day all alone on my balcony—on a chaise lounge,
in the full sun with the Nile and the desert and the sky.
33

This exhortation to the former leaders of Virginia mimics a prayer to the Muse

for divine guidance, transformed by Johnston to ask for guidance from the founding
fathers of Virginia, as the aspect of war approaches. John P. McWilliams' book The
American Epic identifies novels he sees as being epical in nature. His study extends from
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1770-1860. As Lawrence Nelson has noted, Mary Johnston's work on the Civil War is
epical in scope and structure. She should be added to McWilliams' list

In utilizing her

resources—her wide background of reading, her enormous amount of research, her many
characters, both fictional and historical, the scope of the setting, the length of the war, the
numerous battles, and the complexities of the issues—the only genre into which all of this
material might fit was that of the epic. Writing in the sixties about Johnston's
accomplishment, Lawrence Nelson, unabashedly, stated:
This prose epic of the Confederacy is Mary Johnston's best
history and her finest fiction the consummate expression of
her love of her state and her region and her family and her
family heritage. This is the nearest thing we have in
American literature to War and Peace (89)
Within the first few pages of The Long Roll. Johnston pulls from her classical background,
one reference and another to the great epics of literature.
34

Mary Johnston's conception of how she would tell the stories was from the

inception on a large scale, one which grew with time. The end result of her approach was
two hefty volumes which pleased some and puzzled others. For what she had written
served as a bridge between two worlds because the decade in which she was writing was
one of experimentation. A genre could be pressed, molded, and recast

A key to the

understanding of Johnston as a woman and as a writer is to understand her willingness to
take her standard format, to struggle with it, and to stretch and meld it to accommodate
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her realistic telling of the war. The decided belief which she held in "inner growth,"
probably precluded her just repeating the formulae of one romantic novel after the other.
35

Later as she struggled with the bulging project, Johnston lamented how hard it

was "to write a big historical novel" and feel as if one were failing (August 13, 1909). At
this point I feel Johnston was taxing the limits of her usual genre. All too often to me,
Johnston's critics of her war novels have failed to recognize the direction the novels took
and the transformation of the genre. Embedded in her expanded version of the historical
fiction novel were many of the early strands of 20th century literary experimentation
36

A description from Robertson's book, utilizing a source Johnston, too, had

possibly used, echoes Johnston's description:
Saturday July 20, was hot and humid. Late in the morning,
some of the valley recruits walked up toward Blackburn's
Ford to inspect the site of the heavy skirmishes two day
earlier. "A line of fresh dug graves was rather depressing,"
one of Jackson's men stated. "The tree were lopped and
mangled by shot and perforated by minnie balls. The short,
dry grass showed in many spots a dark, chocolate hue,
spreading irregularly like a map, which the next day became
a too familiar sight. (257)
Robertson's work differs from Johnston's in that every fact is documented. How
differently Johnston might be regarded had she provided footnotes. Yet, they were not a
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part of her work. She evidently did the research, but did not document.
"Johnston couches her various feelings about war through what her characters
say

A variety of characters speak on the subject. A signal officer in his succinct way

says, "War's a short word to say all it says—"

(TLR 354), the vain glorious Steve

Dagg proclaims, "O Gawd, ain't war glorious?" (TLR 486); and Desiree sums up the
sadness of it all in the conclusion of Cease Firing. A smile was on her lips—almost of
derision. "War is so stupid," she said. (CF 438)
38

A photograph in the Mary Johnston collection shows Johnston, in front of a

monument in Fincastle, Virginia, commemorating the Botetourt Resolutions.
39

A note in the Johnston Collection suggests that Johnston changed Richard

Cleave's name several times, probably settling on the latter as it echoed the division of the
war. Johnston does not define her choice of Philip Deaderick, as Cleve's assumed name.
40

A popular viewing instrument of the day—the stereoscope, the early viewmaster

of the late 19th century, illustrates a way to view Johnston and her structuring of the
story. The hand-held viewer had two scenes of each historic site, by looking through the
viewer, one was able to see a dimensional picture as the two photographs merged into
one. Johnston's follows this techniques in every instance, whether the paired views are
alike or totally opposite. And just as a viewer would take one slide from a particular
volume of slides, view it, and then get another, this selective process is the manner by
which Johnston moves the story. Any feeling of disconnectiveness, I sense, is imperative
because disunity reinforces the theme of the stories, the division wreaked by the war.
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41

Later Civil War books refer to this battle as the Battle of Bull Run. Johnston's

handling of the two chapters which deal with the battle are masterful.
42

Daniel Trigg is a family name Throughout my work on Johnston, I keep

remembering a cousin's genealogical work on the Johnston line. I feel Mary, possibly, was
a distant cousin. Abingdon, Virginia, was my father's home. I, like Johnston, spent many
summers at my grandmother's.
43

According to records, the first draft of the first volume of the war story ran

356,000 words (Gardner 264).
44

Sarah Elizabeth Gardner in her dissertation Blood and Irony:"Southern Women's

Narratives of the Civil War. 1861-1915 details much of the correspondence between
Ferris Greenslet, Johnston's editor from Houghton Mifflin, and her. Gardner chronicles
the running battle of wits between Greenslet the editor and Johnston the author:
Both the length and the content of Johnston's manuscript
threatened Greenslet's vision of a commercially viable
historical romance. An uncompleted first draft of the first
volume of the war story ran 356,000 words (264).
These letters are part of the Johnston Collection at the University of Virginia.
45

In his book Men at War. Ernest Hemingway includes Johnston's account of the

battle between the Monitor and the Merrimac. Out of the 82 war stories which comprise
the volume, she is one of only three women writers selected. Ironically, Hemingway said,
"There was no real literature of our Civil War, excepting the forgotten "Miss Ravenall's
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Conversion" by J. W De Forrest, until Stephen Crane wrote "The Red Badge of
Courage"" (xvi).
46

Johnston begins this chapter capturing the essence of Dagg. "Steven Dagg,

waked by the shrill reveille, groaned, raised himself from his dew-drenched couch,
ran his fingers through his hair, kneaded neck, arms and ankles, and groaned more
heavily yet (TLR 276)." Separated from his company, Steve attempts to ingratiate
himself to a young mother, who recognizes him as "a dirty, sneaking hound" (285).
Again this scene appears to be the prototype of the one akin to an incident in Gone with
the Wind when Melanie encounters a straggler who tries to force himself upon her,
prompting her to shoot him
47

Johnston's description of a young lieutenant who is wounded at Winchester

corresponds to a family legend:
Margaret uttered a low, pained exclamation. This
young lieutenant had been well liked last winter in
Winchester. He had been much at this house. He had a
good voice and she had played his accompaniments
while he sang—oh, the most sentimental of ditties!
Miriam had liked him very well— ... (TLR 313)
My grandfather Captain James Vance was wounded in battle March 23, 1861, and carried
into Winchester, where he was nursed in a private home. A later reference to a soldier
from Southwest Virginia strengthens my claim of a family kinship between Johnston's
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family and mine.
48

John Bayley's introduction to War and Peace suggests to me similarities between

Tolstoy's book and Johnston's One of the first I notice is the range of characters and use
of different voices to tell the story Likewise, Johnston, as Tolstoy does, structures her
story around the events and actions of three different families. Another point Bayley cites
is the fact that Tolstoy kept a diary he used for "self-study and self-criticism, and it served
as the source from which he drew much of the material that appeared .
Peace (1869) .

. in War and

(i). John Newman in his study of the epic works at length with Tolstoy

A comparative study between Tolstoy and Johnston is a future project for me.
49

Gardner records, "An exasperated Greenslet told Johnston that no volume in

'modem times' had run that long, noting that the book would be 'physically unattractive,'
with 'tiny print on tissue paper'" (264-5).
50

Annie Woodbridge in an article in the Jack London newsletter quotes from a

letter by Johnston concerning this criticism:
. .

. What happened to Desiree Gaillard happens to some women in all

wars, sometimes to a small number, sometimes to a great number, but to
some always. And then I wished to show that war takes those of richest
promise. Proportionately speaking, it is the Edward Carys who are slain
and the Steve Daggs who are spared. And the world loses the offspring of
the Edward Carys and Gailards And war is altogether stupid as well as
horrible" (32).
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51

I wonder how progressive my grandmother Mrs. Robert Bums Vance was

Was

she counted among the thirty who gathered to hear Mary Johnston speak?
52

Use of Johnston's favorite color seems appropriate. The color of purple tinges

so many of her descriptions

"The air, to-day, was soft and sweet, the long billows of the

Blue Ridge seen dreamily through an amethyst haze" (TLR 135)
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